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LETTER WEEKLY PAPERS

Kentucky Windage

TWO SECTIONS
Fourteen Pages

The News has won award, for
aYceiiente 'etre Year it has been
submitted in Judging contests.
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You can be "out" of something, but not
"plumb out" of it, did you know that? There
IS a difference, I learned last weekend at a
kcal restaurant. It happened like this:
Waitress, announcing to rest of help as
she started to make a chocolate shake: "Hey,
we're out of chocolate syrup."
Another waitress:"Are we plumb out"?

1st Waitress: "I don't know, I'll have to
go see." Further discussion was drowned out
in the hustle of other business, and I lost track
of the proceedings; however, the exchange of
remarks had aroused my curiosity..
So when I went up to pay my check, I
asked the first waitress how one could be
"out" of something, but not "plumb out" of it.
"Oh, that's easy", she smiled. "When
we're out of something up here at the counter, we may still have some stored in the back.
If we go back in the storeroom and can't find
any there either, we're "plumb out" of it altogether.
"So you4on't get worried about being out
of something, unless you go back and find out
that you're plumb out of it?"
"Yeah, that's it", she nodded. "When
we're plumb out, we gotta order some, quick".
Received a nice card over the weekend
from Mrs. Mary W. Sturman from way up in
Bar Harbor, Maine, in response to our old
picture of the Illinois Central depot scene
published two weeks ago. Says Mrs. Sturman:
"The picture of the Illinois Central depot
in the October 5 issue awakened fond memories that must date back over fifty years! I remember the platform between the tracks
caught on fire one day, and that was about
fifty-five years ago! Also the photograph of
the City National Bank employees and directors is really a credit to Fulton . .. and the
hair-dos were a forecast of 1972."
(Continued on page 2)
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Whotta Life
There are times when I agree with my
family and friends that I am on the kooky
side when it comes to accepting assignments
that I honestly have no business in this wide,
wide world undertaking.
Honestly, I don't know why I do it! After
each project, all of them volunteer, I say
"this is positively the last. .. never, but never
again."
But do you know that for the past two
weeks I have commuted to Frankfort to lend
what assistance I could to the campaign for
Dee Huddleston for Senator?
I never regret saying "yes," with a great
deal of enthusiasm, and delve headlong into
the project as though my whole life, or somebody else's depended on it. When the particular assignment is completed I am so beat up,
so tired and so -out of kilter with my usual
routine, (if there is such a thing in my life) I
am usually satisfied with what I have done,
but look into the future with plans for never
anything to do but publish a newspaper, work
at home, and enjoy my family.
It never happens. But this time, I think
my resolve to take life easier is going to be
firm, final and complete.
A Challenging Job
I think I am a real patsy for any task
that Governor Wendell Ford asks me to do.
I could hardly refuse him this time when I
observe how this completely dedicated man,
not the most robust guy in the world, has
taken to the highways and the by-ways to get
Dee Huddlston elected to the United States
Senate for Kentucky. Governor Ford, against
the advice from his family and his doctors, is
putting in some impossible hours campaigning
for Huddleston, as are many other Democratic stalwarts.
So I said to myself, if Governor Ford can
take time from his busy schedule to help elect
a Democratic United States Senator from
Kentucky, then so can I.
I flew back into Fulton on this Tuesday
Continued on Page 2
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"Stand Up And Be Counted"
(An Editorial by PW)
There is an old axiom that, as
well as I can remember, says "Let
us all stand for something, otherwise we will fall for nothing".
In our 25 years as publishers
of this newspaper, we have taken
many determined stands on many
matters; those that •we have felt
were in the public interest, and
were right, and needed to be accomplished for the common good.
We think what we say, and say
what we think, and one thing is
pretty certain: on importaint matters we don't like to pussy-foot
around, nor do we have much respect for anyone who does.

poses the lot because it is near his
back yard, has tried to reduce the
matter to the fact that the City
would benefit practically none at
all from the new store. .. a few
dollars a year in extra tax money.
Is this all that a new million-dollar Supermarket means to the
community?
Some downtown business leaders seem to be apathetic about the
matter and don't even care to vote
yea or nay on this question. Is this
the way for the community to
grow and become a healthier shopping center for the whole area?

The Fulton City Planning
Commission heard practically no
public dissent at all following its
The matter of permitting the decision not to rezone, and thus
re-zoning of a vacant lot just off deny this firm a locatiorf on West
West State Line for parking lot State Line, yet there was, and is,
purposes is a matter of concern to strong dissent by a lot of people
all of Fulton, as we see it; on this who simply don't want to stand up
decision hangs the location of a and be counted on one side or the
million-dollar-a-year Supermarket other.
in the community.
Our nation, our State, our
Mayor Tripp, who strongly op(Continued on page six)

Ambulance Service Negotiating
With South Fulton For Location
Apparently pleased with the to persons who make use of the
year of service provided Oblon ambulance service.
Operated by Roy Richardson
County residents by Pre-Med
Ambulance Service, the coun- and Barry Owsley, the firm now
ty's Ambulance Authority has maintains three vehicles and
extended the firm's contract for will have a new Cadillac ambulance
another five years.
available
shortly, a
The county annually pays the spokesman for the company
company a $39,000 subsidy to said.
Currently basing their operaoperate the service. In addition,
the firm makes regular charges tions in Union City, the firm
Is negotiating with South Fulton
for the permanent location of
an ambulance in that city.
Pre-Med is licensed by the
State and their equipment and
attendants meet all state and
federal requirements, including
the strtgent new rules concerning training of attendants and

JOTTINGS 9 Indictments
Returned At
from
Hickman Court
Jo's
Notebook
AeregAirherereeree..

Fulton, 42041, Fulton Coutity, Kentucky

Nine indictments were returned by the Grand Jury at
Hickman Monday. All those
indicted were Hickman cases.
The following individuals were
indicted in Monday's session.
Hershel Brown, indicted on the
charge of forgery and whose ball
is set at $1,000, Dwight Brown,
forgery, $1,000, Johnny Bruce
Courtney, breaking and entering
a storehouse, $2,000, Kerney
Forsythe, hit and run, standing
on same bond of $500, Jimmy
Martin, possession of dangerous drugs, standing on same
bond of $500, James Franklin
Pannell, failure to comply,
$500, Sammy Tate, auto theft,
$4,000, James Watson, child
abuse, $1,500 standing on same
bond, Ray Noble White, possession of dangerous drugs,
standing on same bond of $500;
and Raymond Eugene Williams,
failure to comply, $500.

The Grand Jury will meet on
Tuesday, October 24, at Fulton,
and criminal cases of the Fulton
Circuit Court will be held on
Wednesday, October 25, at Fulton.
Circuit Judge Wood Tipton
will preside.
The Grand Jury is composed
of Charles Ray, Jerry Graham,
James A. Turnbow, Mrs.Henry
Cowgill, Helen Hughes, Jeannette Childers, Mrs. G. T. Hepler,
Albert Fields, Zelma
Hughes, Hugh Ed McKinnis, Roland Green and Charles R.Bennett, foreman.

availability of special equipment that forced most funeral
homes to discontinue ambulance
service and led to the many
private firms doing business
today.
A Pre-Med spokesman said
their vehicles contain oxygen,
respirators, fracture boards,
plastic
splints and
other
diagnostic equipment.
In addition, the ambulances
have a radio network that ties
them to each other and their
base station, plus an alternate
Mamie/ an which they cittkoOrnraunicate with the Union City
Police Department and the
°Non County Sheriff's Department.

City Commission Will Be Asked
To Reconsider Zoning Appeal
' The question of whether or not Fulton wants
to invite a million-dollar-a-year Supermarket to
locate on West State Line will be dumped squarely into the lap of the City Commission next Monday night, The News learned this week.
The Fulton City Commission will have the
final authority to accept or to reject the matter.
The proposition involves the re-zoning of a
piece of property just off West State Line on the
south side of McDade Street, located behind the
present site of the Fina station and the parking
lot of the Fulton Discount Store. The E. W.James
Supermarket, which seeks to move to an enlarged building on the Kentucky side of the street
facing West State Line, requires this area as an
auxiliary parking lot for their proposed store,
currently doing a million-dollars a year business
across the street in Tennessee.

sales tax on groceries has made
their position across the street
in Tennessee untenable, and
they would be obliged to relocate elsewhere in Tennessee
away from this State Line community. Negotiations are already reported underway in a
community well down ir the
State, The News has learned,
but could possibly be stopped
if the Kentucky site is invited
by the Fulton City Commissioners.
The petition for rezoning of
the McDade Street property was
presented to the Fulton Planning
Commission two weeks ago but
turned down by that agency.
However, regulations permit an
appeal from this action directly
to the parent City Commission
for review and reconsideration,
If such reconsideration is
requested.
McDade made it plain this
week that he feels that the whole
Both the Chamber of Commerce Board and impact of the matter was not
the Jaycees have adopted resolutions asking the fairly considered by the PlanCommission to re-zone the lots for parking lots to ning and Zoning group, and that
he would thus take it directly
accommodate the store: the resolutions will be to
the Fulton City Commission
presented Monday night.
for final verdict,
The McDade interests indicate
Max McDade, representing the proposed parking lot area that they are willing to "work
family interests who own the rezoned
residential
property
for "neighborhood with"
entire area in question, told business' and thus retain this owners in the area to beautify
that
the
the
Wednesday
News
city
of
lot
The
large business for the
and even screen it from
many expressions of public sup- Fulton.
the rest of the area if necessary;
port that he had received on the
The E. W. James firm has they have also stated that they
matter has made him decide to already made it clear that the would guarantee that none of
to
get
effort
last-ditch
make a
recent removal of the Kentucky
(Continued on page six)

Ouida Jewell
Joins News As
News Editor

Ouida Jewell, long-time correspondent of the Paducah SunDemocrat, has joined the Fulton
County News as News Editor,
according to Publisher Paul
Westpheling.
Miss Jewell previously was
News Editor of The News in
1951, and from 1958 to 1962
she served in that capacity
for both The News and Radio
WFUL. She resigned in 1962
to join the staff of Harry Lee
Waterfield's then new Insurance
company, Investors Heritage.
Last year, she was employed
by Mr. Waterfield's Clinton
newspaper, The Gazette, where
been
previously
had
she
employed.
Service
Public
date
for
The veteran newspaperwoCommissioner, according to man was employed as News
Ralph Puckett, local precinct Editor of The Fulton Daily Leader for about eleven years,
chairman.
prior to 1958, and before that
had her own program on RaMrs. Ramelle Pigue
dio WENK, Union City, Tennessee.
Miss Jewell has written for
metropolitan newsseveral
papers, wire services and magazines.
John Bay, 28, an optometrist
She is a graduate of Fulton
from Dyersburg, Tennessee, High School and attended GeoHickman
serving
be
wil1
rge Washington University at
residents on Wednesday from Washington, D C. , and the
9 a.m. until 6 p.m. starting University of Tennessee, MarOctober 18. He will be corn- tin. She has also studied
Mrs. Ramelle Pigue, a well- president, one term, president,
finance chairman,
muting from Dyersburg.
through the Extension Depart- known Fulton woman, has been three terms,
Bay will be located on Chin- ment of Murray State Univer- chosen "Woman of the Year" four terms, public relations
Fulton-South Fulton chairman, serving her fourth
ton Street in the building next say.
by the
Professional term at present, and chairman
miss Jewell is the daughter Business
and
door to Amberg and Amberg.
of the National Heart fund drive,
The young optometrist gra- of Mr. and Mrs. Leland Jewell, Woman's Club.
the Southern Carr Street, Fulton.
dauted from
The local club's selection was sponsored by the B&PW, four
College of Optometry in Memits Tuesday years.
at
announced
Mrs. Pigue has also served
night dinner-meeting, "Bosses
phis 1969. Since then, he has
RETURNS TO AREA
Night", at the First United as chairman of the annual
been in practice with Dr.
Clement Hicks, who has been Methodist Church.
Christmas Home Tour, sponKenneth Lewis of Dyersburg.
Bay is married to the former nnployed in Detroit for the
The attractive Mrs. Pigue is sored by the B&PW for six
She was a district
Sarah Miles of Blythesville, past many years working in very active in the social, civic years.
Arkansas. For five years Mrs. the automobile sales business, and business activities of the director of the club for one
term and won the state's highBay has been a public health has returned to the area to town.
Dyersburg. His live. He is staying with his
in
nurse
She is a charter member of est district award, 'The Traparents are Mr. and Mrs. Bob Mother at Pilot Oak, and the local EittPW Club and has veling Gavel'.
Also, she was a state nomiFulton, owner and working in Mayfield at an ante- served in the following capaciof
Bay
manager of Bay Shoe Store. mobile agency.
(Continued on page six)
ties secretary, one term, vice-

Congressman Ed Jones And
Ray Blanton Speak Here
Congressman Ed Jones and
Ray Blanton wound up their
whirlwind day in Obion County,
Saturday, October 14, when they
appeared on the shopping center
lot in South Fulton from 4
to 5 p.m.
Congressman Jones is running
on the Democratic ticket for
re-election from West Tennessee, while Ray Blantcal is
the Democratic candidate running against Howard Baker, the
Republican Senator from Tennessee.
K. M. Winston, Ralph Puckett,
Harvey Vick and Bill Bennett
were some of the group of citizens on hand to welcome and
the candidates, even
greet
though there was a "downpour
of rain.
A platform had been erected
for the speaking, but due to
rain the candidates, together
with the South Fulton Mayor
and other citizens visited the
various businesses in South
Fulton.
The Obion County Democratic Executive Committee is only
supporting the State candidates,
Ed Jones, for reelection to
Congress, Ray Blanton, for Senator, and Bob Clement, candl-

John Bay To Serve
Hickman Residents

Mrs. Ramelle Pique Is
11Woman Of The Year

Ouida Jewell covers the town with news and views
14.endred Winston attended the Jackson
reception and dinner at Kentucky Dam Village Saturday, October 14. The principal
speaker was Senator "Scoop" Jackson of the
State of Washington, who took time after attending Congress in the morning to fly to
Kentucky in behalf of the candidacy of Dee
Huddleston, Democratic candidate for the
U. S. Senate from Kentucky.
Jackson spoke of the great potential of
Huddleston, urging Kentuckians to elect him,
to Congress as another great American.
One odd coincidence was the fact that
West Kentucky's Alben Barkley helped campaign for Senator Jackson, when he was first
elected. Too, Jackson spoke well for the Kentucky Park System, saying he visited here in
1952 with President Harry S. Truman and
The Veep, Alben Barkley.
Senator Jackson quoted "What's wrong

today is not ignorance, but what people know,
what is not so."
Governor Wendell Ford presented the
senator and spoke briefly. Also, speaking
briefly was Dee Huddleston.
Some others attending from this area
were H. G. Shaw and Turner Davie of Hickman.
During the reception, Gov. Ford told several of the groups in the crowd about a
promise that he did not make during the
campaign, but made during the Banana Festival to Kendred Winston of Fulton-South Fulton and Dukedom, U. S. A., about widening
the State Line Road from 18 to 22 feet and
the letting of a contract for one-half of it by
Aug. 31. The Governor laughed, saying he
kept the promise, had the road widened and
let the contract on Aug. 31 to McDade Construction Company.

It makes me sad to learn that the old
Fulton High School building on Second Street
is to be demolished. I don't like to see good old
buildings torn
down, nor beautiful, old
trees destroyed.
I do wish that the old Opry House pn
Main Street could remain standing and be
made into a museum, or community center,
or something. I have a fondness for that place,
especially since I visited there and wrote
about it several years ago.
Bids are to be let for the demolishing of
the old school building on October 30 at 2
p. m. in the office of the Superintendent of
Schools.
Wonder when the Park Terrace Restaurant will be built back? I miss the place. The
fire cut down on my places to go. And it
(Continued on page 2)
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(continued from page 1)

Do You Remember This?

From Our Picture Album

TOWN TOPICS
(Continued from Page One)
doesn't look pretty up on the hill in South
Fulton anymore.

We were pleased to learn that Karen
Rice, our former front-office gal, bookkeeper,
proofreader, ad-taker, page-paster-upper,
headline-writer, emergency typesetter and
columnist is now working for the Gazette in
Phoenix, Ariz.
Karen is a bright young gal who was with
us for the last two years and who moved to
Arizona last month. She has started out in the
classified ad department of the Gazette—one
of the better papers in the West—and she has
the intelligence and the ability to become
manager of the whole department.

Maybe, there's more rich people around
town than I had thought.
Of course, the apartments include stove,
refrigerator, blinds, and utilities.
If their utilities run as high as ours, then
the rent wouldn't be so high, I guess.
Still sounds high, but then everything is
outrageously high these days.

It is also gratifying to note that another
alumna, little Dona Martin — who
our
of
worked for us and the Festival this past summer—is already getting by-line stories in the
College News at Murray, where she is a wee
freshman. That's pretty good for a freshman, but Dona is pretty good too!
And, while I am on the subject, I might
as well mention that our son Paul is now
newsman-announcer at Radio KXRX in San
Jose, Calif. Paul left Honolulu in September
to take the job at San Jose, and says he is with
a fine station, in a fine area of the San Francisco bay, and loves his job. He reportedly has
another love in the area, and we are going out
there to visit them in a few days.
NOTEBOOK
Continued from Page 1
morning, dashed to Hickman and, fortunately
Doris
for me, the Courier staff in Hickman,
Mike
,
Major
Carol
ren,
MacLa
Harrison, Helen
had
Butts, and Paul and the staff at Fulton
l.
contro
under
much
affairs pretty
A Good Man
But in addition to the time-consuming efquite a
fort away from my businesses, I feel it
do
privilege to be for Dee Huddleston and
rial
senato
his
of
st
intere
the
in
can
I
what
days
campaign. I have known Dee since the ed
admir
when I was in broadcasting and have I parand respected him for nearly 20 years.his job
ticularly like the way he goes about
seeking the Senate seat.
He's trying with all his heart to make peosomeple understand that Kentucky needs woes
the
for
speak
and
up
stand
body who will
reof this country in the fields of humanpoor
the
of
e
welfar
the
my,
econo
the
s,
source
country
and the almost hopeless debt this
finds itself in today.

I understand that South Fulton's new bypass highway is being black-topped this
week.
In looking over the new dress cede for
Fulton High School, I couldn't see any change
in the hair lengths for boys. It sounded the
same to me. Maybe not

new members of the family
women who are all sisters pave birth to children. The
Relieve it or not, in the year 1940, these five
9 to Mr. and Mrs. Clint
January
born
n,
Workma
Ermon
are:
they
dates
of their birth
included four lads and one lass. In order
d, born September
Bransfor
(Dick)
Samuel
5 to Mr. and Mrs. Joe Atwill; Richard
Workman; John Roper Atwill, born March
to the late Mr. and Mrs. Clem Atwill; and
13,
er
Septemb
born
Atwill.
Harvey
d;
Bransfor
3 and the on of Mr. and Mrs. Richard
L. Workman and the late Mr. Work22, Miss Rita.Ann Workman, daughter of Mrs. .1.
last but not least, born on December
her five
the new grandmother of five, stands proudly with
Davis,
Dan
Mrs.
.
Deweese
Ann
Rita
man. Her married name is
daughters.

FULTON'S

t_iikrwry Corimeir
BY LUCY DANIEL
front door -Some of the very interesting Starr opens the
Starr, renew books at the Fulton Public nice, proper Mrs.
cently widowed, back from a
Library this week are:
--it beLondon
short holiday in
something
MRS. STARR LIVES ALONE, comes apparent that
Can it be
by Jon Godden. A beautiful Is oddly amiss.
of the train
old cottage in the English coun- merely the fatigue
a faint
really
Surely a place of trip, or is there
try-side.
always-so-orwarmth and pleasantness. But disarray in the
from the very moment Mrs. derly honde?
• . ;I

The National Sales Tax
But most of all I like Huddleston's record
as a State Senator when he faced some mighty
stiff opposition in taking the sales tax off
food, prescription medicine and farm machinery.
Today he is faced with an even more
compelling task, if elected, to vote against a
national sales tax which is sure to be proposed
if President Nixon is elected.
You haven't heard much about a national sales tax as such, because Nixon and the
Republicans are calling it a "value-added
tax," which anybody in their right mind
knows is a national sales tax.
Of course, Congress has to pass the legislation to enact a value-added, or national sales
tax, and it is going to take men of courage,
men of integrity and men of strong wills to
fight and fight hard against another sales tax
to the wage-earners of this country.
Dee Huddleston is equal to the task and
I do hope that you will give him every consideration with your vote when you go to the
polls on November 7.
Such support couldn't happen to a nicer
guy. Nor will the affairs of your Federal government be in the hands of a finer, more outstanding and more honest guy than Dee Huddleston . .. the Democrat for United States
Senator.
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CHRISTMAS IDEA BOOK, by
Farm Journal. THREE books
Farm Journal's new
in one
Christmas Idea Book lives up
of
to the exciting excellence
the first Christmas Book--and
colthen some. This latest
lection of ways to celebrate the
you
shows
season
Christmas
and
how to make goodies, gifts
decorations to express your
holiday spirit in ways distinctively your own.

thing that amused me was about the
body stockings worn by young ladies. It said
that they could be worn under a dress, etc. I
don't remember ever seeing anyone wearing
a body stocking without having something
over the garment . . except for dancers on
TV.

performing
popular
other
animals are amusingly related
closely
by a man who has been
associated with circus life for
in
Rich
twenty-five years.
anecdotes about curiosities of
animal behavior, this book prointo
vides numerous insights
little-known facets of animal
while
n
educatio
training and
dramatizing their impressive
capacity for learning tricks and
routines of surprising com-

plexity.
SECOND KISS, by Gayle
WILLINGLY TO SCHOOL, by THE
both a
this
Rogers. This book is
In
Hermann Dembeck.
exploration of the
engagingly -illustrated book the stirring
n
of the America Indian
lives and habits of apes, mon- world
epic love story.
an
many
and
and
dolphins
horses,
keys,

Saturday night as I took Daddy to work
I heard the radio announcer say, "If Jack
Spite of Fulton has his card punched, he
has won $300." It was at an IGA store.
I hurriedly called Jack Speight for I was
sure that was what the announcer meant.
His line was busy. Finally, I got him on the
line.
Yes, he had just received a call, but he
had no card. He hadn't bought any groceries
at an IGA. He was sure his wife hadn't either,
although she was out of town, Jack said.
Jack said that he was told that if he would
drop by the store (I think it was at Union
City) he could pick up a $3.00 gift certificate.
Jack is puzzled as to how they got his
name.

and Mrs.
Bobby Sam-Copeland, son of Mr.
r of
membe
a
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,
U. S. Copeland of near Fulton
this
squad
ll
footba
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the roster.
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TWENTY YEARS AGO
OCTOBER 3, 1952
estimated by Fulton fire departes
Damag
ment officials at $125,000 resulted from a midnight blaze Tuesday night that swept through
three downstairs business buildings and damaged
a fourth as well as wrecking extensive damage to
offices on the second foor over the burned-out
stores. Burned out were the Fry Shoe Store,
Warren Jewelry Store and the J. B. Casey barber
shop. Also damaged from smoke was the Evans
Drug Co. while damage also was sustained by upstairs offices of Attorney Frank Carr; Dr. B. L.
Bowers
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas D.Jolley of the
Davis, chiropractor, and Democratic headquartheir dauof
ng
weddi
the
nced
annou
nity
commu
ters.
t, son of Mr.
ghter, Maudlee, to Mr. Royce Speigh
Ed peight, also of the Bowers comMrs.
and
Mrs. Bob Hyland was hostess to a delightful munity.
dance last Friday night honoring, Jean Ann on
the home of
The wedding was solemnized at in Alton,
her sixteenth birthday at the Fulton Country
ll,
Mitche
C.
D.
Mrs.
aunt,
the bride's
Club after the Fulton-Murray football game.
home there
Illinois. The couple will make their
time.
t
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for the
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, Mrs.
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aftern
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ful party,
Phelps, were Sunda
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Howell and family.

THE FULTON,COUNTY NEW3
Peal and

I read that the new South Side Manor
Apartments are advertising for rentors, with
the rent ranging from $54.00 to $198.00. What
I'm wondering is: How many people in Fulton can afford to pay $198.00 a month for an
apartment?

Miss Mary Cooke, of Mayfield, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Cook, of 125 Church Street of
this city, became the bride of John Hershey of
Bridgeport, Connecticut, Wednesday afternoon,
September 24, 1952, in Corinth Mississippi. Bro.
Young was the officiating minister.
There attendants were: Mr. and Mrs. Weldon
Crews of Wingo.
Following the wedding ceremony a reception
was held at the Rose Room at Smith's, with about
twenty-five close relatives and friends attending.
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Newt Ruddle brought me back an unusual
to
and very old souvenir from his recent trip
hisnd
Engla
New
other
and
Mass.,
Boston,
torical spots.
It is a sliver off the tombstone of William,
Bradford, one of the Pilgrims who came over
on the Mayflower.
Ran into the Ezell sisters out at the Holiday Inn one day recently. Their father, Mr.
Little Ezelle of Clinton, passed away early
last week.
We had an enjoyable time recalling the
days, back in the '30's when we lived out in,
the Shiloh Community in Hickman County.
We were living on my Grandmother Jewell's
farm at the time, and Mr. Ezelle owned the
country grocery store there. For a while, Daddy drove his peddin' wagon, then later the
grocery truck. Daddy's cousin, Vernon Jewell
used to work in the store, and he would give
me great big sacks of candy for a penny or
two, or an egg or two.
The Ezelle sisters were some older than
I, but that didn't matter to the two younger
ones, Dorothy and Nelline. We had many interesting experiences, such as falling off a
horse, on a little bridge; and smoking homemade cigars Daddy made for us, and Dorothy
and Nelline getting deathly sick. The oldest
girl, Marcelle (I believe that's the way her
name is spelled) was a bit to growny for the
rest of us. She teaches in L. A. now and lives
in Bel-Air. Nelline and Dorothy live at Clinton.
Instead of teaching, Marcelle is principal
of a large school in L. A. now, she said.
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Daddy has often said that the only thinki
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when he was three, was the funeral. Daddy
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It was a real pleasure for Mother and me
with The Ezelle sisters.
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Clinton, and Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Edwar
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A. The Allstate Safety CruMr. and Mrs. Charles Browder, son and dau- Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Finch.
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The Fulton Band Parents
Organization, well known for
sponsoring
unusual
money
raising events(OKLAHOMA! in
April 1970) will sponsor an
Arts and Crafts sale and auction
on Saturday, December 2. The
sale will be from I p.m. to 5
p.m. and the auction will start
at 7 p.m. The proceeds from the
sale and auction will be used to
support the Fulton High School
Band.
An all out drive is being made
to collect all types of Arts and
Crafts. A spokesman for the
organization said,
We need
paintings,
prints,
frames,
sewing, needlepoint, macreme,
decoupage, stitchery, needlecraft, or anything which fits into
the arts and crafts catagory.
The public is invited todonate
crafts and objects of art and
ample time is available to make
something for the project. Col.
Rupert Ainley, local Auctioneer, will donate his time at the
evening auction.
The
Band Parents Club
urges everyone to take part
in this event by making donations and attending. Make plans
to get your Christmas shopping
done in early December at the
sale and auction.

Mrs. Wright Installed As
Regent Of New DAR Chapter
Mrs. Hendon Wright has been
installed as Regent of the newly
organized chapter of the DAR.
The other officers are Mrs.
Glynn Bushart, Vice-Regent,
Mrs. Felix Gossum, Registrar,
Mrs. Vyron Mitchell, Recording
Secretary; Mrs. W. A. McMahan, Corresponding Secretary,
Mrs. Alf Hornbeak, Historian,
Miss Trudy Thompson, Treasurer, Mrs. Ceylon Varden,
Mrs. L. A.
Librarian, and
Clifton, Chaplain.
grows in
chapter
your
hope
"I
the spirit of the DAR and increases in membership with
each passing year."
Thus did Mrs. Paul W.Haleof
Hopkinsville, Vice-Regent of
the Kentucky Daughters of the
American Revolution, welcome

the new chapter Organized here
Friday at an organizational
meeting at Holiday Inn. About
35 members, prospective members, and guests attended.
Called the Jacob Flournoy
Chapter, the organization is
Open to membership to any
woman in Fulton County whocan
prove descent from a Revolutionary War Patriot. The chapter Is named for a Revolutionary soldier who has a number of
descendants in this area, including Mrs. Hendon Wright,
Organizing Regent
the
of
chapter.
The Reelfoot Chapter of Union
City, Tennessee was the sponsoring organization. Mrs. Hale
led the installation ritual.

Mrs. Austin Is Principal
Speaker Al Woman's Club
Susan Cameron, Philip Clifton
Plan December 30 Nuptials

Mrs. Lysbeth Long Cameron announced the
engagement and approaching marriage of her
daughter, Susan Elizabeth Cameron to Mr. Philip
Lee Clifton. son of Mr. and Mrs. Brown Clifton of
Water Valley.

Mrs. James Austin, First District Governor of the Kentucky
Federation of Women's Clubs,
was guest speaker at the
luncheon-meeting of the Fulton
Woman's Club Friday, October
6. It was the general meeting
of the club and the Home and
Garden Department meeting.
The Home and Garden Department
was the hostess
group.
Mrs. Austin was introduced
by
Mrs. Arch Huddleston,
chalrman of the Home and Garden Department.
The First District Governor

gave an interesting summary
of the activities and projects of
the Kentucky Federation of Women's Clubs, among which are
the life-saving machine for use
in traffic accidents, the kidney
life-saving machine; more adequate labeling of food and drug
products, and competitions promoting interest in crafts and
art.
Hostesses were Mrs. Jack
Allen, Mrs. Hoyt Moore, Mrs.
Mildred Freeman, Mrs. Warren Graham, Mrs. J. W. Best,
Mrs. C. W. Francis, and Mrs.
Virginia Stokes.

Patricia Lynn Sitton To Wed
Arthur Ingrum In November
Announcement is made today of the engage-

Ten Kentucky 441 members
will share $1800 in U. S. Savings Bonds in the 1972 4-H Club
Award of Excellence Program
sponsored by The CourierJournal and The Louisville
Times. An annual public service program of the Louisville
newspapers, the program is in
cooperation with the University
of Kentucky Agricultural Extension Service which assisted
In its development and whose
extension agents coordinate e.
The participants who are selected the top 4-H club boy and
girl in the state will each receive a $500 U. S. Savings Bond.
Eight runners-up--four girls
and four boys--will each receive a $100 bond.
All 10 winners and their parents will receive all-expensepaid trips to Louisville to be
guests of honor at the annual
Farm Awards Luncheon in February,
ti
.
y,a1d9d7i3
on to the top 10
awards, award of excellence
plaques will be awarded to the
outstanding 4-H club boy and
girl in each county having 10
or
more
participants—five
girls and five boys--in the program.
Certificates of merit will be
awarded to the top boy and girl
in each of the three competition
age groups in each county. The
age groups are 9-12, 13-15, and
16-19 for both boys and girls.
Participants in the program
will be judged on their individual academic development,
moral development, civic and
community development, physical development, and 4-H club
activities. Judging will take
place on three levels: county,
extension area, and state, and
participants are Judged only
within their own age group.
Selection of the outstanding
4-H club boy and girl in each
county must be completed by
November I. The recommended
closing date for county competition is October 15.
s
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ment and forthcoming marriage of Miss Patricia
Heart Fund Memorial Chairman Mrs. Fred Stokes, Jr.,
Lynn
Sitton of Water Valley formerly of Memtoday reported that the annual
phis and Arthur Dwain Ingrum of Water Valley.
Miss Cameron is presently a junior majoring
breakdown of the /972 fiscal
year is completed.
in Special Education at Murray State University.
Miss Sitton is the daughter of Mrs. George
A total of $2,420.38 was colShe
is a member of Alpha Delta Pi social sorority
lected for the year from Fulton
Goff and J. W. Sitton of Memphis. Her paternal
County. Cayce presented the and is Sweetheart of the Alpha Gamma Rho sograndparents are the late Mr. and Mrs. J. W. SitHeart Fund with $144.58 while cial professional fraternity.
ton of Memphis and Mrs. J. T. Chandler of Union
Fulton City gave $1,142.82 and
Hickman donated $1,132.98.
City and the late Mr. Chandler.
Mr. Clifton, also a junior attending Murray
The Business and Profes- Logan.
The breakdown of the source of
sional Woman's Club enjoyed
The speaker of the evening
the funds for all of Fulton State, is majoring in Agricultural Business. He is
Mr. Ingrum is the son of Mr. and Mrs. A. D.
their first Bosses Night Tues- was Anna Lou Caldwell, diCounty is as follows
Heart the Alumni Secretary of the Alpha Gamma Rho
day evening, with a pot-luck rector of District One and mem- Ingrum of Water Valley. He is the grandson of
Sunday, $893,79, business and Fraternity.
dinner at the First United ber of the local club. Her topic Mr. and' Mrs. W. H. Ingrum
of Nashville. Tenadvanced
gifts,
$1,082.76,
Methodist Church dining room. was "What is this B. P. W.?"
special events, $20.00, coffee
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Club Award of Excellence Proceniber 30 at the First Baptist Church in Hop- Speight, welcomed the guests. history of the Federation and grum of Williamsport, Tennessee.
$251.00.
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TVIC45'!frices In all Kentucky
The bride-elect attended Memphis Techniclu cliiicsun
Tricia Purcell. Mrs. Dottie 'else gave a short history of the
elpsj.qg .0/ the Heart Fund for
Morgan led the group in the International B.LPW.
High
School
at
the year, Hetet' Month which is
MettiphiS
All friends and relatives are invited.
pledge to the flag.
Two new members were inATTEND DINNER
February is just around the
Mrs, Zaunita Phelps, Busi- ducted into the club in a short Donna's Beauty Salon.
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group with two beautiful musical Marcelene Billings, owner of
A sincere thank you from the
at Murray State University. He is now employed
numbers, He Touched Me'and the Happy Day Laundry.
Heart Fund is conveyed to all
S.turciay.
Tom Anderson of
"How Great Thou Art.' They
The Woman of the Year was at Westvaco in Wickliffe.
the individuals who helped give
Nashville, °Rockdale for We
A touring company of theatre
The Rush Creek Homemakers were accompanied by Martha named and presented an award.
their time, their efforts or their arts students from
indent
The vows will be exchanged at five o'clock
Murray State Club met Monday night in the
donations.
weas Ftwit
heoniPans
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University will present a one- home of Mrs. James McMurry
hadl
the afternoon, November 26 at Wingo Cumber- speaker.Th
h„aidost with mr. Anderson
act play to 15 high school with eight members and one
land
Presbyterian
Church.
and party on Sunday meeting.
audiences in three states—Illi- visitor, Mrs. John Watts, prenois, Kentucky and Tennessee-- sent. Mrs. Ermon Workman,
October 24-27 and October 30- president, presided.
November 1.
Mrs. Harvey Atwill gave a
"A Marriage Proposal" by report of the Advisory Council
The home of Mrs. W
Foundation
Arthritis
Anton
Tchekoff, produced and meeting. A report an "Issues
The
B. by the hostess for her Mother
by
Victory Campaign, sponsored directed
Charlie Hall, and Concerns' was given by Sowell was the setting for the made an attractive centerpiece.
The News takes pleasure in
by the Fulton- South Fulton Frankfort senior, will play to an Mrs. Jommie Jones and Mrs. October meeting of Central Ho- Several of the foods shown were wishing "Happy Birthday" to
A program -planning workshop
Mrs. Harold Pewitt of the FulProfessional audience of about 8,000 during Sam Jones gave the landscape memakers,
where
Business
and
thirteen enjoyed at the buffet lunch. the following friends:
was the main topic for discusmembers, four visitors and one
Plans were made to attend
Women's Club, reached a total the eight-day itinerary before notes.
October 19. Anita Sue Allen, sion at the Executive Meeting ton Area, Mrs. Eli Meader of
the Martin Area, Mrs. Robert
of $1,075.46 in funds raised returning to the campus for the
The lesson on Holiday Foods new member, Mrs. T. C. So- the District Meeting at Murray Robert A. Batts, J. E. Campbell, of the Paris District United
Hill of the Murray Area and
by the people of Fulton, County final performance November I. was given by Mrs. Clint Work- well were present. Each mem- October 25 and Annual Day was Marilyn Lawson, Harry Reams, Methodist Women when they
met
Arthritis Committee campaign
The play will be presented at man and Mrs. James McMurry. ber individually answered roll announced for December 8.
Steve Fly; October 20: Louise Thursday, October 12 at the Mrs. Glen Hill of the Paris
Area.
call
by
The
meeting
and
adjourned
recalling
Green
with Wry, Tony Beck, Cathy Eliott, home of Mrs.
chairman, Mozelle
South Fulton High on October 31 The November meeting will be
something she
Maurice Ryan
The 1973 Calendar of Events
remembered from last month's all looking forward to the year Ruth
Dolly Morgan have reported. at 9 a.m.
Milam, Danny Smith; In Murray, Kentucky.
with Mrs. Roland Adams.
was planned with the dates and
lesson on choosing pictures. ahead.
Goal for Fulton County was
October 21:
Kenneth Crews;
The meeting was presided places
to be announced later.
OPEN
HOUSE
Louise Maddox, Issues and
$750.00.
October 22: Mrs. Roy Carver, over by the president, Mrs.
ENTERTAINMENT
At the noon hour a delicious
lass-rooin visitation[allowed Concerns Chairman, urged
Mrs. Hub on Allen, Jimmy Gil- L. E. McCord of Cottage Grove,
the put:Ale win invited to an
covered dish luncheon was enLie regular meeting of the everyone to vote In the Novembert: ;
October 23 : Donna Tennessee, assisted by Miss
evenekt of entertainment and
joyed. Mrs. Douglas gave the
;one., Fulton PTA Tuesday ber election.
RETURNS FROM VISIT
Peeples, R. Paul Westpheling, Tommy Hunt of Dresden, secreuopiration at the Church of
invocation, Fourteen district
In giving a report of the AdH. 0. Wright; October: David tary and Mrs. Ryan,
Mrs, Kale Lowe has return- Jesus Christ of Latter-Day rughl. Teachers we:e present to
treasurer.
members attended and one convisory
Council
meeting, Mrs.
Duet all parents and &rut;
Newton, William Sanders, Octoed home after visitiog her sisMrs. Harold Douglas of Mur- ference
Wednesday evening at
officer, Mrs. J. B. Wil:lie students' work. flefresh- Parnell Carrigan, President,
The Drama and Literature De- ber 25:
Mrs. Myrtle Rice, ray, Coordinator of Christian
ter neer Hot Springs, Art.
Clt• Fultrm Woman's Club.
son.
told about the special lesson partment met Tuesday night at Terry Lee
iiltes were served
Adams.
Personhood,
brought
the
devoThose
attending from Fulton
that were being offered on Meat the Woman's Club for a pot-luck
tion, "The Invitation to Live'
Mrs. D. J Murchison,
were
Cookery, Defensive Driving, dinner at 6:30 p.m. The evening
by Ardis Whitman.
Mrs. E. B. Cardwell, Mrs.
Drapery Construction, Housing was spent informally with felThe workshop will be held
VISIT SISTER
Davis Dixon, and Mrs. Pewitt.
Workshop, Family Life and lowship singing. Hosts for the
In the Good Shepherd United
Child
Development, Men's evening were the department Mrs. Lillian Luther of May- Methodist
Church,
Sunday
Wear, Beginning Clothing Con- officers—Mrs. Nelson Tripp, field and daughter, Mrs. EdVISITS PARENTS
afternoon, November 5, beginstruction, and Weight Control Mrs. Frank Moore, Mrs. J. U. ward Bugg of Clinton, visited
Ronny Winston of Memphis
ning at 2:30. Mrs. Leo Davis,
Classes. Those present then McKendree, Mrs. Joe M. Reed, with Mrs. Luther's sister, Mrs.
the vice-president, has charge spent the weekend in South
signed up for those which were Mrs. Nathan GOSSUIXI and Mrs. Leland Jewell in Fulton one
of arrangements assisted by rukon visiting his parents, Mr.
of interest to them.
H. H. Bugg.
day last week.
the four people programmers: arid Mrs. K. M. Winston.
Mrs. W. B. Sowell and Mrs
Samuel Holly gave the lesson on
'Holiday Foods." They told of
how gifts from the kitchen can
reflect the love of giving and
demonstrated a number of ways
foods can be packaged attractively. A beautifully decorated
birthday cake, which was made

B&PW Entertain Bosses At
Meeting Tuesday Evening
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"Holiday Food" Demonstration
Al Central Homemakers Meeting

'

Program-Planning Workshop Discussed
At District Methodist Meeting

Drama Department
Has Pot-Luck Dinner

The Clinton Younger Woman's
Club will sponsor its annual
Arts and Flower Show
on
Thursday, October 26, at 7 p.m.
at the American Legion Hall
in Clinton.
All interested persons are
urged to participate. Entries
will include arts of all kind-011, charcoal, water colors,
etc.; crafts: leather, decoupVISITOR FROM MISSOURI: Mrs. R. P. Westphalian, Sr., St. Joseph, Missouri enchanted age, needle-work, mac reme,
candles, wood working, etc.,
pleasantries Sunday morning with her great-grandchild. Todd Butts at the home of her son flower arrangements, dried and
Paul In Fulton. Mrs. Westpheling is spending a few weeks with sons Paul an..: Tom here. Be/- live.
All entries are to be brought
sides her eons here, she has five other tons and daughters, all on the wed coast, plus 21
to the exhibits between I and
grandchildren and four great-grandchildren. Todd. the 3 year -old son of Mike and Mary Jet 5 p.m., Wednesday, October 25,
(Westplutilng) Butts, was not to be out-done however he has two grandmothers and three and on Thursday, October 26,
between 9 a.m. and 12 noon.
.great-grandmethers living'
Awards will be given.

Dear Ann Landers
Sorry,
don't agree with your comments
to the wife who informed her
husband that she gets the most
out of their lovemaking when
she pretends he's someone else.
You said everyone fantasizes to
a certain degree and it's nothing
to become unglued about—it's
the same as daydreaming at
night.
If a wife has to think about
Ryan O'Neal when she's with
her husband the least she can
do is keep her mouth shut. I
would not be very flattered if
I discovered that the reason my
husband was having such a great
time was because he was pretending I was somebody else.
If he confessed such a thing to
me I'd tell him that if I wasn't
exciting enough he could go find
someone who was.
We hear too much these days
about weirdos, switch-hitters,
wife-swapping,
peep-shows,
naked men in centerfolds, and

What
kooky
in thispractees
kySex
nchai
country
na twe
pion for decency and morality.
I had hoped it would be you,
Ann Landers. Sorry you let
me down.---No
Substitutes
Needed
Dear No Sub. The human mind
is such an intricate piece of
machinery that no one can say
exactly how it operates, particularly in the area of sexual
responses. What turns a person on is a mysterious mix of
everything he ever saw, read,
heard and dreamed about, plus
assorted bits and pieces, so private they are shared with no
one. Not everyone can tolerate
complete openness and frank
talk. So,'agree with you, honey,
some people SHOULD keep their
mouths shut.
Dear Ann Landers. Three years
ago I clipped my favorite column and carried It in my wallet
until it is Just barely legible.

You called it 'How To Get
Through The Day," and it helped
me more than anything I have
ever read in my life. Will you
play It again, Sam"---Linda

enemies—hurry
sion.

and

indeci-

Just for today I will exercise
my character in three ways.
will
do a good turn and keep
I
It a secret.

Dear Linda
With pleasure.
If anyone finds out, it won't
Just for today twill live through
the next 12 hours and not tackle count.
my whole life problem at once. Just for today I will do wo
Just for today I will improve my things I don't want to do, J ust
mind. I will learn something for exercise.
useful. I will read something
Just for today I will be dnathat requires effort, thought and fraid.
Especially will I be
concentration.
unafraid to enjoy what is beautiJust for today I will be agree- ful and believe that as I give
able.
I will look my best, to the world, the world will give
speak In a well modulated voice, to me.
be courteous and considerate.
Just for today I will not find
There is a big difference
fault with friend, relative or between cold and cool.
Ann
colleague. I will not try to I,anders shows you how to play
change or improve anyone but it cool without freezing people
myself.
out in her booklet, "Teen-Age
Just for today I will have a Sex--Ten Ways To Cool 1t.•
program. I might not follow Send 50e in coin and a long,
It exactly, but I will have it. self-addressed, stamped enveI will save myself from two lope to this newspaper.

P-5 Fultoi
Thursday, Oct. 19, 1972

Richard Gossum
South Fulton To Receive
$26,754 Under Revenue Sharing Has Accident
At Union City

U. S. Senator Howard Baker city is to receive could come the
announced today that South later part of October, and the
A Fulton man was treated at
Fulton should receive $26,754 rest would come quarterly.
As explained that day, there Obion County General Hospital
and Obion county should receive
after his late
under the revenue would really be no strings Saturday afternoon
$311,271
tnvoiveci
sharing legislation recently ap- attached, except (1) it could model sports car was
Miles and
at
not be used as matching funds in a collision
proved by Congress.
2.50 p.m.
Senator Baker said that the for federal money, nor could Nailling Drive about
Union City police identified
is retroactive to (2) it be used in a discrimifunding
F. GosJanuary 1, 1972, and that the natory program. The federal the driver as Richard
information was
checks for the first six months' department will publish regula- sum, 3'7, but no
the nature
share should arrive later this tions, but the speaker stated available regarding
month. Another payment will that the money received would of his injuries.
The other auto was a 1972
be forthcoming in November and have to be deposited in a comand Chevrolet, driven by Sylvia P.
the final installment for 1972 in pletely separate trust fund,
have to Spencer, 21, of Route 4, Union
January. Thereafter, the pay- separate records would
money City.
ments will be made directly to be maintained to how the
Officers said the Spencer auto
the city and county on a quarter- is spent. It could be separate
of was moving west on Nailling
nt
replaceme
budget, or a
ly basis.
budget. when the driver attempted a
Tennessee cities and coun- some fund in the present
"The main thing we don't left turn onto Miles, pulling
ties will share in a total of
in a program into the path of the sports car.
$65.6 million in revenue this want to do is build
to pay for, if No estimate of damage was
year while the state govern- that will have
quits.• South available. The driver of the
ment's share is $32.8 million. revenue sharing
on hasnot Chevrolet was charged with faiRevenue sharing, simply Fulton City Commissi
right-of-way.
all necessary
lure to yield the
stated, is a program to dis- yet received
nor
study,
a
to make
tribute a portion of the fed- material
any plans, Mr. Winston
eral government's tax revenues to make
to state and local governments. said.
This distribution will be to the
greatest degree possible, on a
"no strings attached" basis.
The Carr Elementary School
Mr. and Mrs. Harold F.Howard
The allocations were compiled
house, Monday of Albuquerque, New Mexico had
on three points, (I) population, will have open
The
1972.
23,
(3)
and
October
night,
a wreck on their way to visit her
(2) per capital income,
p.m. until
brother, Hillard Bugg, and his
local tax effort. Lessening of time will be 7:00
inare
sister, Mrs. Guy Perry. Fulton,
any of the three, including the 8.30 p.m. All parents
nts
Refreshme
at El Reno, Oklahoma.
lowering of tax effort would vited to attend.
Neither was hurt seriously,
lower the amount the area would will be served in cafeteria
visitation.
the
amount
following
the
of
but they returned to their home.
receive. Half

Relatives Of Local
People Have Wreck

Open House

The accident occurred about
8:30 Friday Morning, October 13.

DIPLOMAT

TCDA MEET
I've Twin-Cities Development
:•]ssociation executive cijmmilee met Wednesday at noon at
itoliday Inn.

BEACH MOTEL
WEATHER REPORT
Sheer luxury in a carefree holiday mood!
Luxurious rooms, apartments. Tennis,
shuffleboard ... golf ...charter fishing
all the fabulous
boats with guides .
Only 65 miles Daytona Beach attractions just minutes
DISNEY
from
away.
WORLD, when• Heated Swimming Pool • Color TV
vacation
• 100% air-conditioned, heated
you
at DIPLOMAT
-Room phones
• Radio
BEACH
• Ample free parking at your door
MC/1'EL!
• Coffee Shop, Cocktail Lounge
• Rooms, Apartments, Efficiencies
r For nee color brochure and Information write Diplomat Beach Resort Motel
700 North Atlantic Ave
DAYTONA BEACH. FLORIDA 32020

Phone:
3.
2527

NAME_
ADORE,_
CITY

on

STA

ZIP-

DAYTONA BEACH
the Oceal....._
FLORIDA

(From current reacangs and
records of Jim Hale, South
Fulton.)
Precip.
Date High Low
OCTOBER 1972
no
38
78
:
00
44
80
2
00
50
84
3
.01
60
85
.00
52
96
5
.01
65
84
6
.03
49
68
7
00
41
78
8
00
52
76
9
00
45
86
:0
00
57
82
1.1
12 .3,V,, .60
02
IS 74 62
20
60
72
1•
.04
49
75
15
05
52
82
16
54
77
17

ELECTRICITY DOES IT BEST!

The following persons were
patients in local hospitals this
week
H1LLVIEW
John R. Smith, Water Valley;
Sam Mathis and Violet Stewart,
Sedalia, Robert Bass, Morrell
Garrigus and Louise Jones,
Harris,
Milburn
Hickman;
Martin, Mayrne Reed, DukeLovelaceMorris,
Lorry
dom;
ville, Carolyn Fetcher, James
Stewart, Everlyn Easley, and
Kay Burns, Fulton.
FULTON
Leonard Conn, Union City,
Bobby Crutchfield, Martin; Luchester Heitchcock and Christine Mc Morris, Water Valley;
Marie House, Clinton, Belittle
Hutson, Wingo, Bertha Jones,
Arlington, Mrs. Verna Lacey,
Hickman, Mable Laird and
Virginia Laird, Dukedom, R. C.
Berryman, William T. Browning, Sarah Campbell, Diane
Duncan, Mr. and Mrs. J, M.
Fulton; Louise
Eberhardt,
Carter, Mrs. Joe Clapp, Hilda
Jones, South Fulton.
fiv• pretty coeds
HOMECOMING FINALISTS — One of these
Golden Anniversary
at Murray State University will be crowned
football game between
Homecoming Queen at halftime of the
e rival East TenConferenc
Valley
Ohio
and
host Murray State
Oct. 21. Shown (left to
nessee University on Homecoming Day
Mo., junior; and Ann
right, front) are: Jodie Graff, Sikeston,
McKay, ArlingKaren
(back)
junior;
Wyman, Vincennes, Ind.,
Smith, Fulton sophomores;
ton Heights, Ill., freshman; Becky
freshman. During the cereand Linda McGuire, Eldorado, III.,
State president, will premony Dr. Harry M. Sparks, Murray
by members of the Racer
selected
queen
the
to
crown
sent the
(Photo by Wilson Woolley)
football team.

South Fulton Boy To Represent
Obion In Regional Contest
Dan Cunningham, South Fulton
senior, is the winner of the r
°Mon County contest to select
representative for the a
regional contest of the 1972
United States Senate Youth Program.
In the local contest, each
school of °Mon County selected
three representatives and they
competed in a written test.
The state of Tennessee will IS
send two delegates to particiProgram
pate in the Youth
in Washington,
Winners ofthe regional contest
will compete on the state level
with the top winners representing Tennessee.
Cunningham is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Wyatt Cunningham
and has a 4.0 standing. He is
vice-president of the Student
Council and president of the
DECA Club. He was the
Tennessee delegate to the national DECA convention in Los
Angeles last summer.
The Senate Youth Program
is designed to give young
Americans of high school age
knowledge of American political
life. The program consists of
a 21,000 scholarship and a week
Washington, February 3
in
through February 10 for two
high school students from each
participating state.
Students are chosen to compete
on the basis of scholarship,
citizenship and leadership.
The scholarship is presented
through the United States Senate
Youth Program.
The $1,000 scholarship is
awarded subject to the
requirements.

THUR.. FRI.. SAT..
OCT.19-20-21
ADULTS ONLY Under
Age 18 Not Admitted

MISS STOKES PLEDGES
Miss Linda Stokes, daughter
Mr. and Mrs. Witham B.
Stokes, has been selected es a
pledge of Alpha Delta Pi SoFormer Mayor Bill Browning, rority at the University of Tenan investment representative, nessee, Martin. Miss Stokes is
was seriously injured in a one- a freshman at UTM
car accident Saturday near Beulah. He is a patient in Fulton
Hos"'tal, suffering with a back
inju. .
Mr. Browning was returning
from a business trip when the
His car
accident occurred.
left the highway and landed in
a ditch.
of the
STOWning lost control
car on wet pavement.

Bill Browning
Hurt In Wreck

We Can Make A Difference!
IN OUR OWN COUNTY

McGovern - Shriver
NEEDS WORKERS

NOW

In Mediterranean
Navy Petty Officer First
of
Class Phillip R. O'Neal, son
Burnard O'Neal of 205 S. WashKenington Street, Clinton,
tucky, participated in a special
Sixth Fleet operation in the
Mediterranean aboard the aircraft carrier USS John F. Kennedy.

Paid for by Kentucky Committee for McGovern-Shriver,
Thelma Stovall and John Swinford, Co-Chairman, OS South
4th St. Louisville, Kentucky, 40202.

NOTICE
Curfew For Minors
TITLE 10- 224 SOUTH FULTON
MUNICIPAL CODE
It ahall be unlawful for any minor under
age of eighteen (18) years to be abroad at night
after 11:00 P. M. unless upon a legitimate errand for or accompanied by a parent, guardian
or other adult person having lawful custody
of such minor.
Public Safety Officers will apprehend offenders.

CHIEF OF POLICE
CITY OF SOUTH FULTON
DAN CUNNINGHAM

Dee Huddleston cares about people
Dee Huddleston's record of public service is the
record of a man who cares about people.
Dee Huddleston believes the primary function of
government is to be responsive to people and their needs.
Dee Huddleston cared enough to become the prime
legislative supporter of bills eliminating the sales tax
from food, medicines and farm machinery.
Dee Huddleston cared enough to lead the legislative
battles to protect Kentucky's wild rivers, to force the
coal mining industry to set aside funds to help reclaim
our environment, and to provide badly needed monies for
air and water pollution control.
Dee Huddleston cared enough to be a chief supporter
of legislation designed to protect the consumer in Kentucky

'COLOR

(fresh, clean electricity powers it)
Imagine not having to switch from a heating system to
a cooling system when the seasons change. You don't
with the electric heat pump. It does its own switching
with one setting of the thermostat, giving you the comfort level you want in all seasons. It's enough to spoil
you for all other heating and cooling systems.
Its installation cost is a bit higher than other
systems, but its operating cost is enough to spoil you,
too. It's much lower than separate systems.
Investigate the electric heat pump for your home,
then call us for estimates and a layout for its installation. It's'a nice way to be spoiled!

Fulton Electric System
"Owned by the People of Fulton"

Sun.. Mon., Tues.. Wed
Oct. 22-23-24-25
ADULTS ONLY Under
Age 18 Not Admitted
int
•

Elect

Dee Huddleston
United States Senator
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Mrs. Aline Williams

Deaths

. 19, 1972
LEOGIS
es, daughter
Wdla= B.
lected es a
ka Pi Bogy of 'Denise Stokes is

Mrs. J. J. Chaney

Mrs. McClanahan

Services for Mrs. J. J.
Chaney, 79, mother of Mrs.
J. B. Covington, Fulton, were
held Friday, October 13, at
Halls, Tennessee. Mrs.Chaney
died suddenly at her home in
Halls on Tuesday, October 10.
She was the grandmother of
Fulton High grid coach, Johnny
Covington, and Neil Covington
of Murray State University.

H.E.Borsenberger

nce!

er
Hqs.

The One and All Club had
a rummage sale in the old
Smith Cafe on Lake St. in Fulton Saturday and would like to
thank everyone who helped them
Mrs. Annie Irene McClanahan, in anyway.
Mrs. Stella Jones sold her
60, wife of Cleo McClanahan,
Sr., of South Fulton, died at home on Central Avenue, in
3.30 a.m., Tuesday, October 17, South Fulton, and has moved
at the Obion County Hospital in to her home on 4th Street. We
Union City, after a lengthy ill- hope she will be very -happy
there.
ness.
Mr. and Mrs. Walker Mydett
Mrs. McClanahan was born in
the Ruthville, Tennessee com- visited with Mrs.Gladys Cannon
munity of Weakley County and Sunday afternoon, and Mrs.
lived in this area all of her life. Cannon's grandson,James GanBesides her husband, she cock of Memphis and his boy
leaves two sons,Cleo McClana- friend, Skippy, surprised herby
ban South Fulton Police Chief, dropping by for supper with
and John Earl McClanahan of her Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Terril
uiton, a sister, Mrs. Estelle
Pruett of South Fulton; and of Ruthville visited with Mrs.
Gladys Cannon Sunday evening.
a number of grandchildren.
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Webb
Funeral services were held
Thursday afternoon at 2 at the are the proud parents of a fine
Hornbeak Funeral Homechapel. little boy. His name Is Timmy
Burial was in Pleasant View Dale. Congratulations Bobby
and Mary.
Memorial Gardens.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Williams
visited with Mr. and Mrs. Don
Stark Thursday afternoon, then

Howard E. Borsenberger, 49,
of 406 Jefferson, Fulton, was
pronounced dead upon arrival
at Fulton Hospital Friday at
6.50 p.m.
Mr. Borsenberger was born
September 6, 1923, in Opdyke,
Illinois. He moved to Fulton
five years ago. He was employed as an Illinois Central
Railroad conducter.
He leaves his wife, Mrs.
Beverly
Crawford Borsenberger; two sons, Dwayne Borsenberger of Woodstock, 111i
nois, and John Borsenberger of
Fulton; three step-sons Kelvin,
Martin and Corwin Edmison,
all of Fulton: one erandson: his
foster mother,
Larcie Mae
Ellis of Wayne City, Illinois;
,
t half-stster, Mrs. Bertha Marrad of Hazelwood, Missouri.
He was the son of John Thomas Borsenbereer.

stopped by and chatted with Mrs.
Estell Brown.
Mr. and Mrs.Clarence French
Thursday
us
visited
with
morning.
Mrs. Effie Croft and Mrs.
Mary Nell French visited with
Mr. and Mrs, Luther Page
Thursday afternoon.
Mrs. Versie Cannon and Mrs.
Mary Nell French visited Mrs.
Lottle Hendrix Sunday.
The farmers are busy harvesting corn and beans through
our part of the country.
Mrs. Luple Haley, Mr. Tom
Laswell and Mr. and Mrs. Everett Williams visited with the
following Sunday afternoon. the
Hillman Collier family, Mrs.
Eula Rodgers and Darrel, Mrs.
Flossie Underwood, Mrs. Ola
Holt and Mrs. Nettie Barber.
I'm glad to report all were
doing fine. We stopped by Mrs.
but
place
Elnora Vaughn's
missed her.
Mr.and Mrs. Adair Cannon and
Mr. and Mrs. Dean Terril visited with Uncle Ira Colley in
Murray Sunday afternoon.

Michael Berry

Funeral services for Michael
Berry, 18-year-old SPI1 of Mr.
and Mrs. Berry of Beaufort,
South Carolina, were held Tuesday, October 17, at 3 p.m. at
Morial-Copeland Funeral Home
at Beaufort.
Young Berry was killed instantly Saturday night, October
14 in a one-car accident near
Beaufort.
Besides his parents, he leaves
a brother, Rusty Berry; a sisMasonic services were held ter, Katherine Berry; and his
Saturday at 3 p.m. at the Horn- grandmother, Mrs. M. E. Berry
beak Funeral Home here. An- of South Fulton.
other service was held Monday
at the Richardson Funeral Home
in Wayne City, Illinois.

•CAYCE

By Mrs. Harvey Vaughan

Members of the Chestnut Glade
Home Demonstration Club plan
to attend the County-wide meeting for Home Demonstration
Club members and any person
interested in the Homemakers
projects that will meet at the
Farm
Bureau
Building in
Dresden on October 19 which Is
the regular meeting date for
the Chestnut Glade Club.
Mrs. Harvey Vaughan and
Mrs. Fred Vaughan represented
the Chestnut Glade Club at the
County Council of Home Demonstration Clubs meeting in Dresden last Saturday afternoon.
Mrs. Bob Elliott, Mrs. Lou
Watts, and Mrs. Lorenzo Palmer represented the Welfare
Workers Club at the County
Council meeting.
Sympathy is extended to the
family of Robert Lee Strickland who passed away at the
St. Jude's Hospital in Memphis
after sev ra1 monthse1
crttica
illness.
He was a favorite
The growing of plants in water student at the Martin Junior
without soil is called hydro- High School and a member of
the eight grade class. Funeral
ponies:

was at the Doug Murphy Chapel
with burial at Sandy Branch on
Thursday. He is survived by
his parents, two brothers, and
a sister, and his grandparents.
Mrs. Guayon Brundige and son
Robert, from Springfield, Kentucky spent the weekend with
Mr. and Mrs. E I. Brundige
and her mother, Mrs.Gibbons at
Dresden.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilmer Jones
and Randy from Smyrnia spent
the weekend with their parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Durrell Terrell
and Mrs. Bessie Jones.
Mr. and Mrs.Bill Morris have
returned to their home in Lansing after a visit to relatives
here.
Glad to report Herman Parks
who had been a patient at the
Volunteer Hospital in Martin,
the past few weeks able to be
dismissed and improving at his
home.
Mrs. Mg Hall from Detroit
is visiting relatives in this
community and at Fulton.
Col. and Mrs. David Nanney
from Palo Alto, California,
are visiting in this community.
Mrs. Ellen Brown spent the
with
Mrs. Fred
weekend
Vaughan.

Cousins Visit
After 57 Years

visited for a month, 57 years
ago.

There was much reminiscence
of the past as the cousins recalled
that Martin Moon's
Martin C. Moon, Route 3, father, a Primitive Baptist
came
to
this
Fulton, visited with his cousin, preac,.ar,
Giles Dodd in Halifax, Virginia, Kentucky-Tennessee area from
in 1915, when they were both Virginia as a young man leaving
several brothers and sisters
19-years-old.
ties were
This week Giles returned the behind. Family
visit to Mr. Moon and his wife, almost broken by distance and
Ruth. Mr. Dodd was accom- time.
panied by his wife, Louise, his
The Dodds and Mr. Johnson
son, Giles, Jr., and the souse of also visited with the Charles
another counsin, William John- Moon family and Mrs. Lola
son, In whose home Mr. Moon Howard, another cousin.

Greenfield Monument Works
— In Operation 61 Yews —
*

Large Display •
Well Lighted At Night "
Open Sunday Afternoons "

W. D. Powers

Greenfield

Fulton

Phone 235-2293

Phone 472403

J. B. MANESS & SONS
Greenfield, Twin.

FLIGHT
1011111

Mrs.

rn-Shtiver,
n, 415 South

• Chestnut Glade

Rev. Freeman To
Speak At Hickman

NEWS

On Sunday, October 22, the
Reverend Solace M. Freeman,
Rector of Grace Episcopal
Mrs. Hubert Wilkins, Elizabeth Church in Paducah will hold
and Mrs. Turner Pursell were services at St. Paul's Episcovisitors in Lotzisvillea few days pal Church in Hickman at 11.15
R.M.
the first of the week.
An outstanding churchman,
Mrs. Robert Oliver of Fulton
and Mrs. Roy Cruce were in Freeman has rendered service
Mayfield to visit Mr. and Mrs. to west Kentucky Episcopalians
Wallace Koonce Tuesday. Just for several years.
Freeman is the chairman of
before they got there Mr.
Koonce was in a car wreck and the West Kentucky Ministry,
his
term running through 1977.
We
hospital.
had to go to the
Among other offices held by
are sorry and hope he will soon
Freeman since coming toGrace
be all right.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Oliver of Church are: committee member
canons, trustee at the Union
have
been
visiting
Akron, Ohio,
versity of the South, Sewanee,
relatives and friends here.
The Cayce Methodist W.S,C.S. board member of the Land Bemet with Mrs. Tommy Jones tween The Lakes from 1966 to
Also, the present, board member of the
Wednesday night.
members of the church had a United Campus Ministry at
University,
State
'fellowship dinner at the church Murray
,board member of the UAlted
ton Sunday.
'Melt
Ctihtetenief
Ckmps
and
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Farmer
Princeton, Kentucky, visited mittee (a joint conference committee program between Episrelatives here Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Philips copalians, Presbyterians and
Disciples
of Christ).
of Memphis visited their daughFreeman is also outstanding
ter, Rev. and Mrs. Charles
in Paducah civic affairs. He
Dailey, this weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Lowery, is married to the former
Barbara Graves of Louisville
Mr.
Mr. and
Quretha and
Dallaarl Vick spent the weekend and has two young children.
His educational training InIn St. Louis.
The Cayce people were glad cludes Sewanee Military Academy.
He also attended Centre
to see Mrs. Pearl Williams of
Mayfield at the sale at Joe College, Danville, Kentucky,
on Saturday. Mrs. where he received his Bachelor
Wall's
Williams
lived here many of Arts Degree as well as a
second degree from the Virginia
years.
Mrs. Billy Fleming of St. Louis Seminary in Religious Educais with her sister, Mrs. Mayme tion.
All friends of St. Paul's are
Scearce, for a few days until
she can get moved from St. invited to attend this service.
hour will precede and
Coffee
Fulton.
Louis to
James Alvin Workman and follow the services.
family of Paducah spent Sunday
with his mother, Mrs. Margaret
Wade.
Mrs. Jim Ammons visited her
son Dr. Ray Ammons and family
of Murray last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Sloan
Murray State University and
spent last Sunday visiting re- the History Department of the
in Covington, Ten- University are sponsoring a two
latives
Mrs. E. J. Shoop of Los day symposium on the Origins
Angeles, California, Mrs. Joe of the American Revolution to
Taylor of Big Bear, California, be held on the campus on Octoand Mr. and Mrs. Thad Taylor ber 27 and 28. The program is
of Salem, Missouri, have been designed for high school and
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Murrel junior college teachers and all
Williams.
persons interested in America
Mrs. Bessie Allen of Ful- History.
ton spent Friday with Mr. and The Chairman of the program
Mrs. Charlie Sloan.
is the noted writer and lecturer
Mr. and Mrs. Jasper Smith Jack P. Greene, Chairman of
of Memphis visited Mr. and Department of History at The
Mrs. Bufford Campbell and Johns Hopkins University and
Mrs. A. B. Overby on Sunday.' author of seven books dealing
Mr. and Mrs. Ebd Gamble with the Revolution.
Panel
and Mrs. Barkley of Florence, members are:
Father Lee
Alabama, visited their aunt Bennish, S. J. of Xavier UniMrs. Mary Cruce last Sunday. versity of Cincinnati; Thaddeus
Also, Mr. and Mrs.Cecil Cruce W. Tate, Director of the Inof Milan visited Mrs.Cruce and stitute of Early American HisMrs: Ella Freeze Sunday.
tory and Culture, Williamsburg,
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Linker,
Virginia; and Richard Ryerson,
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Linker, and
of the University of Texas, AusMr. and Mrs. Turner Pursell
tin. The honorable Frank Alspent Sunday in Jonesboro, Arkbert Stubblefield, M. C. is seransas , visiting Mr. and Mrs.
ving as honorary chairman and
Guy Gribbin and other relatives.
banquet speaker.
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Kennedy
W. R. Higgins is coordinator
have moved to Cayce and we
of the Symposia.
extend to them a welcome.
Mrs. J. W. Ammons

„AraIt was only a faint sound at first, but it grew louder and louder. Then
I knew what it was and rushed from the house.
High overhead, dark against the bright autumn sky, a flight of geese
winged instinctively toward the south. Large wings flapped in graceful
rhythm, and raucous honks of conversation brought a nostalgic ache to my
throat.
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And I wondered at us humans. How we doubt and fear and flail about,
worrying about tomorrow and a dozen other somethings! Our course is not
unknown. God promises abundant life if we but follow Him.

Symposium On
Origins Of Revolution

Revival Under Way
At S. F. Church

or

"Bon voyage," I called, saluting with my whole heart the brave creatures who flew so unswervingly through uncharted skies.

Revival services began Sunday
evening at the South Fulton Baptist Church, with Dr. W. I.
Thomas of Grand Saline, Texas
as the evangelist and Carey
Safes, defensive tackle for
UTM football team, leading the
music.
Services are each night at
7:30 p.m., except Friday night
at 6:30 p.m., so that parents
and friends may participate in
the homecoming game at South
Fulton High.

ENROLLMENT HIGH
Enrollment at the University
of Tennessee at Martin has
reached an all-time high for the
tail quarter with a total of
5,015 students. This compares
with a total of 4,907 ertrolIrd in
the fall quarter of 1971.
POT-LUCK WEDNESDAY
A po:-luck dinner was served
WedetLay evernog at First
hf.stian Church.

Your church is your guidebook to God. Worship there and find the security that comes from within, the result of understanding God and one's
relationship to Him.

ECUIARIY

HURCH

'FIEND

patronize them.
This Mature is sponsored by the following public-spirited firms. The nicest way to thank them is to

Meaty Stipa Market
Sot" NOW, Temweaoe

Hiclunan.Fulton R. E. C. C.
"Live Better Bleetrieally"
Hickman, Ky.

Hornbeak Funeral Home
pm Carr Street

UNITED FUND DRIVE
Puttee, Ky.
The United Fund drive is in
pm-ogre's in South 'Fulton 9.114$
the
\seek. James Faulkner is
hairman
AtimMomellgel.

471-1412

M & B Gulf Station
Tires, Batteries, Accessories
472400
Kentucky Ave. at Reed

The Citizen's Bank
Make our bank your bank
Hickman, Ky.

236-2êS5

Turner's Pure Milk Co.
At the Stere—er at veer deer
Fulton, Ky.

4724311

E. W. James sand Sons

Fulton Electric System
Pelle*, Kentimity

SUPERMARKETS
Hickman

Sculls Fulton

Union City

Fulton
Coca-Cola Bottling Co.. Inc.
Kentucky Ave.

Pullen

4714471

Henry I. Siegel Company. km.
Fulhwe and South Puttees
a Good place to work

$IS Maks Street

472-1311

lesatKikweott

Fulton Bank
rtue KR1111001:1 BANK

Rem Edwards Trucking Co.
WAN'S
Clkoloo, Ky.

11,4071
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have and what they want. With
,
newspaper
this
of
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exception
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pretty much
tieing committeeman for two
community were not founded on the McDades have
terms, state nominating chairdone it alone.
who
people
the
principles:
such
man, one term, state world affounded were people who fought
fairs chairman, one term ;ma
The Fulton City Commissionlong in the news profession-By Ouida Jewell
worked with the Banana Fesand stood for something, and that ers expect to hear expressions
for
working
is
he
of
if
especially,
Miss Jewell, news editor
in the following
years
10
for
tival
The News, spoke to the South someone else--for the facts, as capacities: hospitality chairis just as true today as it was two from businessmen on business
Fulton High School journalism far as they are known, should man, chairman of souvenirs and
ago.
centuries
matters of this sort; failing any
You
afternoon, be published at all times.
Thursday
class
and ticket sales with B&PW
telling the students what work- can't afford to make mistakes sponsoring. She was recently
Democratic U. S. Senatorial candidate, Walmatter in volume of strong expressions, they
the
to
get
let
us
So
ing for a newspaper is really too often.
commissioned a "Top Banana'
assume there are none and act ac- ter "Dee" Huddleston campaigned in Fulton
question.
To be a good newspaperman
like. She was invited by the
for the festival president.
'cordingly.
Thursday. He arrived in Fulton very late Wedteacher, Mrs. Ada McCoy. Miss a person also has to be a little
Mrs. Pigue is presently serThe City of Fulton hasn't gainpart, crazy. And, too, your work
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Economics.
the South Fulton school on NovI
..
civil engineer with the business
Dr. Phil W. Jeffress,

News Editor Tells Students
What Newspaper Work Is Like

RAMELLE PIGUE

STAND UP

(Continued from page one.)

Huddlesion Campaigns
In Fulton Thursday

Lake Co. Youth
Speaks To
Isn't there someone you'd liketo be Kiwanis Club
of a consultant engineer company of Johnson, Quisenberry
and Depp of Owensboro.

near?Getin touch bylong distance.
Call todas And dialit direct.
Dialing direct is eas dere's how: First dial "1," plus the area
code (if it's different froi ours), plus the number. If by chance you
get a wrong number,jus all the operator and tell her what happened.
She'll make sure you're 1, A charged. So keep in touch the personal
way. Dial long distance direct and save.

ember 17. .
profescor of tEconomics
Last year, most of the money
id Statistics, of .Louisiana
raised at the event was presented to the school. Five- ,tate University in New Orhundred dollars was donated leans, La., will be in Porterez.
for lights for the football field, Yugusiavia, October 20-25, partwo water fountains were pur- •.ic..paling in a conference on
chased for the Elementary
Miinagament" vonSchool, and a donation was made
oy the liniversIty of Marother
among
to the Boy Scouts,
:or, Maraihr, Yugorilakia.
things.
In wife, zitisanne, pn
Monday's luncheonAt
coilial European
ut
meeting, Wally Earles, vice- .v.intries nrior to the time of
the
in
presided
president,
.
ir.cc.
t'c:onterk
absence of the president, Dr.
Dan Crocker.

Nelson Holland, a student at
Lake County High School and
Lt. Governor of the Kiwanissponsored Key Clubs of West
Tennessee, was the speaker
at the South Fulton-Fulton Kiwanis Club Monday at noon at
the Holiday Inn.
The young man discussed the
organization of a Key Club at
South Fulton High School.
Members of the Kiwanis
Club will meet Monday with
WAITRESS with experience;
South Fulton students and Prin40 hours per week. Apply
cipal Virgil Yates to discuss
RAY'S BARBECUE
the organization of such a club,
Mike Brown, a South Fulton
SOLE PIANO
SPINET-CON
of
the
senior, was a guest
club and expressed an interest Wanted responsible party fr
take over spinet piano. Can be
in the Key Club.
At the meeting it was an- seen locally. Write Credit Mannounced that the Kiwanis Club's ager. P. 0. Box 276. ShelbyFall Festival will be held at ville, Indiana 46176.

CLASSIFIED ADS S. P. MOORE & CO

WALKas

TEN HIGH
ST RAIGHT 110U110°
WHISKEY

141 Illnadway, Senth Fulton
.410/W 471-11Iei
-.Arrnetrong IiiI.id Linoleum
—Vinyl and Tile
—Dawns and McGee Cerpedina
—Uphalsterina, Madam and/
Antiens•
—Viking Kitchen Carpeting

'Sothaes
whatthey mean by
True Bourbonr
Ten High. It's what true bourbon is
all about. A full, rich aroma. A flavor
gentled by long lazy years in the aging
barrels. A rewarding kind of sip-by-sip
satisfaction. Ten High. The true bourbon
value. From
Hiram Walker.

TEN HIGH
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For
"Moonll
and our

to get a 12-8 lead.
The scores were on a 30-yard
run by Cart Minor and a 40-yard
South Fulton's junior varsity, burst up the middle by Billy
with "something • 14 prove to Wilson. Both tries for points
themselves," turned the trick failed.
Thursday night, beating Union
Wilson went 35 yards on an
City Middle School 24.10.
option in the second period for an
The Devils forfeited four 18-8 score at half.
victories Tuesday when it was
It was Wilson again for 50 yards
discovered they had inad- in the fourth period to make it Mvertently used an ineligible t
player.
Union City drove to the Devil
Union City scored first in the four late in the game but
opening period on a-lour-yard run surrendered the ball on downs.
by Jimmy Scales, with Dale
After South Fulton took over, a
Logan adding the points for an 8-0 Twister defender trapped a Devil
lead. South Fulton came back in his own end zone for a safety,
with a pair of touchdowns, adding two more points to their
however, before the frame ended total.

SF Jayvees
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PIZZA _
ONION RINGS 40c
9 -Pieces of Fried Chicken ___ $1.99
— A Family Restaurant —

A Shortage Of Children Is Slowing
The Adoption ProcessIn Kentucky
FRANKFORT, Ky.--A few
years ago, a Kentucky couple
wishing to adopt a child had
little trouble in doing so.
But things have changed.
Today an adoptive couple
in Kentucky may wait one or
two years to receive a child, if
indeed they ever receive one.
Adoption workers in the
state Department of Child
Welfare say the turn-about
started five years ago when
adoption became more socially
popular and the number of
people desiring to adopt began
rising, at least partially because
of the influence of groups
urging families to have only
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finding blacks homes..
In the meantime, families
wishing to adopt a white
infant have long wait in store
for them while over half
of the hard-to-place childre n

FRIDAY, OCT. 20

EVANS DRUG COMPANY
The a:42g "
St

xen•noo....1 by

two natural children, and a
corresponding rise in the
number of men having
vasectomies.
Then, about three years
ago, the number of children
available to be placed for
adoption began declining, due
to more effective means of
contraception and the
availability of legal abortions
as well as the lessening of the
stigma against single mothers
who decide to keep their
babies
The result, obviously, is too
many homes and not enough
kids

Last year, for instance,

a

continue to be placed out
state.

true gold standard was used by
the Babylonians about 2000 B.C.
in a unit known as a shekel, a
gold ingot of 816 grants considered equal in value to a good

First Gold Standard?
BAGHDAD—Probably the first

OUR PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHER

agency who are willing to
adopt
Tom Massie, director of
Child Welfare's community
services division, isn't pleased
with the situation because lie
feels the department has been
lax in recruiting black homes
primarily because adoptior
workers have such a heavy
caseload just keeping up with
those who have asked to have
their homes approved for
adoption
Massie said, "Less effort is
mad$ to find a black home it
Kentucky for a black child
than is made to place the child
out of state," and added,"the
opportunity should be
provided the citizens of
Kentucky to adopt a child
before we place him out of
state"
Besides, he said, most of
the black children placed out
of state are placed with white
families. While Massie says he
is not opposed to placink
black youths in white homes
he feels a black family cat
offer a black child mon
empathy and strength it
coping with the everyda!
realities of racism Lhan a whit.
family
Massie said he is in Hu
process of developing
program to find black home
in Kentucky for black childrei
and is convinced it will be ar
'immediate success. There are
already a lot of adoptions in
the black community," he
said, "but they are informal
adoptions."
He said if blacks became
more familiar with the
department's adoption process
and if the department can
manage to dispel the mistaken
notion some blacks have that
adoption is expensive, then
there will be no problem

WILL MAKE 610 8 DIFFERENT POSES
TO CHOOSE FROM

FOR YO

FREEING 8"x ICiumscome
to EVERYONE OVER 60!

Child Welfare finalized
adoption for 566 children.
This year, however, the
department already has 634
approved homes waiting for a
child, 250 homes under study
to determine if they are
suitable for adoption and 1000
homes waiting for a study.
Even
with
this
overabundance of homes
though, the department placed
57 children out-of-state last
year through referral agencies.
Why the discrepancy?
Well, most people wishing
to adopt want the same kind
of child—a white infant. The
older a child is, the harder he
is to place. A handicapped,
retarded, biracial or black
child is also considered hard to
place
Although many families are
willing to adopt a
hard-to-place" child—Sue
Howard, Child Welfare's
adoption specialist, said 16 to
20 per cent of approved
adoptive applicants have
indicated they would be
willing to adopt such a
child—some hard-to-place
children are harder to place
than others.
Mrs Howard said a severely
retarded child is almost
impossible to place. Black
children present a particular
problem since few whites warn
to adopt a black in Kentucky,
and there are just not enough WE BUY, SELL, TRADE
black families known to the
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Fulton Discount Center
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REVIVAL SERVICES AT SOUTH FULTON BAPTIST CHURCH
This week. Nightly at 7:30 p. m. except Friday at 6:30 p. m.
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Hear Bra. Billy Walker, Evangelist

You've Heard About Them...
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of Walnut Ridge, Arkansas: sing with Carey Bates, UTM defensive
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Now's Your Chance
to Own A.

Kills fleas on dogs/cots up to
3-months. Aids in tick control.

HARD HAT

For this reason. Anthony's will not be able to participate in the
"Moonlight Madness Sale" Thursday night October 19: So that we
and our employees can attend the Revival services.

19
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For head protection from impact and
penetration of falling eltiects. Adfustable, on* size fits all. MEETS AMERKAN NATIONAL STANDARD.
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Our Already low Discount Prices
on anything in the store, including
our Wig Department
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YOUR CHOICE!
Head & Shoulders Lotion
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For Top, Brand-Names in Ladies
Fashions at Discount Prices

Easy-to-read control panel
Ittaggad 56 oz. container with
easy pour spout—end handle.
2 oz. measuring cup.
0 Opening in top lid lets you
add ingredients while blender
/ is in motion.
0 Recipe booklet included.
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Black& Deckere
13-Inch Single Edge

SHRUB & HEDGE $
TRIMMER SPECIAL!!! I
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and reliability! Side handle0
For right or left-handed

11-oz: Reg. $2.45
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Special! Thursday Night Only!

FASHIONS
216 Lake Street
Fulton, Ky.'"

94C

FREE REVLON LIPSTICK

Your Choice

With $3 Revlon Cosmetic Purchase

FULTON DISCOUNT STORE

(Next Door To Evans Drug Store)

"Fitting the Lady From Head To Toe"

300 WEST STATE LINE ROAD —FULTON, KENTUCKY
0

Open Week Days 8 A. M.To 6 P. M.—Fri. & Sat. 8 A. M:To 8 PI M:

P,

Thursday, Oct. 19, 1972

Fulton, Ky.
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Last Week Winner
MARY CASEY
DOUBLE STAMPS...
ON
WEDNESDAYS

TREASURE CHEST

EVE

DIREC1

KRAFT
VELVEETA
2 2x $109
1CORN

BOX
LB

BIG CHIEF

PEANUT BUTTER

COFFEE

Whole Kernel
Golden

BONELESS TIP OR

BONELESS

ROLLED RUMP ROAST __ Lb.$1.29

STEW MEAT

1SHASTA DIET

U. S. CHOICE

STANDARD

TISSUE

10c

12-oz. Can

Lb. $1.29

SIRLOIN STEAK

74c FRYERS

CHASE

59c

32-oz. Bottle

3- 32-oz. Box _ $1.00

DETERGENT

25c

2 - Roll Pkg.

Lb. 79c

CHICKENS

Lb. $1.89

PORK

83c

Gt. Size

GAIN
OSAGE

day

Jumbo
Roll

With This Coupon and $7.50 Add Purchase
Excluding Tobacco, Dairy & Coupon Items
Limit one coupon per Family
Void After Oct. 24

Limit one coupon per Family
Void After Oct. 24

CHICKASAW
SLICED
RINDLESS

TOMATO SOUP 110 BACON
VLASIC

POTATO CHIPS Twin Pack ____ 49c

KRAUT

Glass Jar Gnarl _

SAUSAGE

TEXSUN

KRAFT

ORANGE JUICE 46-oz. Can ___ _ 49c

GRAPE JELLY

18-oz. Jar _ _ _ 39c
KRAFT
QT.
JAR

FRANKS

BABY FOOD

10.4 3/4-oz. Jars 89c

BROWNNSERVE
DOW

ANTI FREEZE

Gallon ____ $1.79

KRAFT

ORANGE JUICE

2 Gallon _ _ 79c

WEEK

WEEK

NEEK

WEEK

12 02. TUMBLER
REG. $1.25
7 02. MUG
AEG. 111.215
SERVING TRAY
RIG 50e
10 OZ. MUG
REG $1.25

WEEK

29(6th
29c 7th
29c 8th
WEEK

WEEK

WEEK

Ib.6(A

Reg. $5.

Reg.$8.
Reg.$11

Lb. 79c

SLAB BACON

Irregull

Lb. 89c

HOOP CHEESE

10Fr890

DOWNS FARE
BREADED

Values

8'
All

Lb. 49c

Solid;

TRADEWINDS

PORK

HUSH PUPPIES 3- 1 Lb.Pkgs. _ $1.00

CHITTERLINGS 10 Lb. Pail _ - $4-99

Re!

Lb. 59c

LETTUa

COMPLETE YOUR
CES
HER29cMO
PIE
29c
5th

IDAHO
1st
taRuisoETeTs 10 ib ag6 2nd
3rd
ns 39t 4th
mons
Lemo
doz

9
0
E1
LRB

Lk

CENTER

SLICED JOWL

39c

HEINZ

$1.00

49c

12-oz. Pkg.

SMOKED

6 1/2-oz. Can

TUNA

THU1

j

OLD FASHIONED

480PATTIES

VAN CAMP

3Lbs.

2 Lb.Pkg. _ _ _ _ $1.29

ARROW HEAD- ARMOUR

MIRACLE WHIP

.41t,•

39c

MOO

SLICED

CORN VALLEY

LIBERTY

Senile(

CECIL'S LIBERTY COUPON

10 1/2
oz.
CAN

OLEO

$1.00

4 For

690
3N0. HAMBURGER
SCOTT TOWELS

CAMPBELL'S

KRAFT PARKAY

1

Several times

Doz.

With This Coupon and $7.50 Add Purchase
Excluding Tobacco, Dairy & Coupon Items

$1.17

SANDWICHES

21/2
CAN

GRADE
A
LARGE

ME)DOZ

Gallon

Lb. 79c

PICNIC

Seeing I

$11

CECIL'S LIBERTY COUPON

MILK

170

TOO

Ground Fresh

EACHES
EGGS

LIBERTY

$1.49

12-oz. Jar

OYSTERS

SJ

BAR-B-QUE

BAR -B OUE

SAVE 10c

lb.

BAR-B-OUE

BAR-B-OUE

DEBBIE

791 1

Lb. 99c

U.S. GOV.
INSPECTED
GRADE A
WHOLE

CAN
SANBORN

SOFT WEVE

Fu]

1
09

U.S. GOV.
INSPECTED
GRADE A
WHOLE

""N OF ARRC
I BUTTER BEANS 5 - 303 Cans $1.00

HEINZ

CATSUP

0
39

.. ................

I DRIKS

2 Lb. Jar _ 89c

Re

...

Cream Style
Golden

MACARONI DINNER 7-oz. Pkg. 25c

WE 'tESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES!

CRISCO
NABISCO
SHORTENING
CRACKERS
3N 75'
1
5:IE8910UNDSTEAK

PRIDE OF ILLINOIS

• K RAFT

Mail Out No. 3

Redeem Your S & H 6reen Stamps

WEESK $100
THI

Iceberg

SERVING TRAY
REG. SOc
10 OZ. MUG
PEG.$1.25

29(
29c
29c

LG.
Head

25t

We

MEDIUM YELLOW

Price WI
This Weeks
Feature

7 OZ. CUP

12 OZ. TUMBLER
REG. 111.25
7 OZ. MUG
PEG. $1.25

SALT PORK

290
with each $3.00 Pure.

ONIONS

N
I
Lb 3

CECIL'S LIBERTY COUPON

SAVE 40c
With This Coupon On The Purchase Of
3- OZ. JAR OF LIPTON TEA
No other purchase necessary.
tb,id After October 24, 1972

ave On T ese 3 Hour Specials Thursday Evening From 7: To 10:P.

MP'

OONLIGHT MADNESS SALE

•
irg

Shop At These Participating Merchants:
Bay Family Shoe Store
FOITON-SO. FULTON
Ben Franklin Store

DIRECT - FROM - MILL SHIPMENT

WOOL
$1.88
58- Inches Wide!
Regularly $3.98 and $4.98

Fulton, Ky.

Fulton Sewing Center
701 Broadway

Phone 479-1922

SALES

TOO NUMEROUS TO MENTION
BUT
Seeing Is Believing - So Come Shopping

Thursday, Oct. 19, 1972

Page 3

New UT Administrative Post
Offers Placement, Counseling
The cry among students on jobs seem difficult to find.
college campuses across the
To help eliminate this proUnited States is that despite blem, UT Martin has created a
their higher education, good new administrative post, recen

SALE!

Moonlight Madness
SALES

City National Bank
The Clothesline
The Daisy

BARGAINS GALORE!
SHOP AND SAVE!

Sears Washers & Dryers
SPECIAL!
CALL MARVIN CARDWELL
Store: 479-1420
Home: 479-1769

SEARS, ROEBUCK AND CO.

Panty - Hose

2 Pair $1.00 (4 Shades)

THURSDAY, OCT. 19, -7 Til 10
-ALL NIGHT SPECIALSLADIES SLACKS REDUCED
$3.99

Reg. $5.98 Bonded Knit Slacks
Reg.$8.98 Polyester Knit Slacks
Rag.$11.98 - $12.98 Fashions Slacks

FOR MEN:
1 - Group of Current Styles __ _ _ $10.88
1 - Rack Wos. Shoes $3.88 2 Pr. $7.00
Prices Good 7 Till 10 P. M.

220 LAKE ST.

8 TO 9 O'CLOCK SPECIALS
All Mens Long Sleeve Sportshirts
Solids & Prints

Sizes S, M,L,XL

Regulars $4.98 and $5.98 Values

3 Shirts for $9.95
We will give a 10% Discount Off Regular
Price When Shopping In Nite Clothes.

3 Only
Only
4 Only
MAGIC

cyz,

Long Dresses: Reg. $46.00
Long Dresses: Reg. $72.00
Long Dresses, Reg. $66.00
LADY GIRDLES

°Pi

k

$20.00
$48.00
$44.00
$3.50

Many other items on our "Goodie Rack" Tool

(),

I

The Daisy

Southern Village Shopping Canter
YOUR
SOUTH FULTON, TENN.
Wan=
MED C>41.
41\

master charge
TML

Nit FIE34.1.P.

Free Gifts _

ST:THE

as long as they last!

CLOTHESLINE
611 Broadway
(New Location)

DEPARTMENT
STORE

I--IP

i

1 South Fulton
d

Salty J. Baker, Owner 2,rr.

YARD ..

222

BLANKETS
Fit Full or Single Beds

OFF

Regularly 99c

One Rack Of

PAMPERS

LADIES DRESSES

(Limit of 2)

63t

45 - Inches Wide!

BROWN MUSLIN

00

5 Yards For $1

Quilted Floral or Solid
1 -GROUP BETTER KNIT TOPS
Values to $12.00!
SPECIAL PRICE! _ _ _ _ $4.00

Fancies and Solids
One Night Only: $

474 One Night Only10%

1 - GROUP OF JEANS, Values to $10
SPECIAL PRICE! _ _ _ _ $4.00
1- GROUP OF KNIT SHIRTS
SPECIAL PRICE _ _ __ $2.00

DOUBLE KNITS

Your Choice:

FULT07, KY.

MOONLIGHT MADNESS
SPECIALS

Values To $6.00 Yard
,
.

Regularly Priced $3.00 To $10.00

HAIR SPRAY

$1.99

_ $5.99

p\)I

04%

Regular 99c

Bay Family Shoe Store

LADIES BODY SHIRTS

Values To $11.98 Special Groups

Western Auto
Amor

Shirt & Vest (Reg. $10.00 To $14.00) _ $5.00
Oo Kayser Panty Hose
$1.00

00

Variety of Colors
$8.88
1- GROUP FASHION BOOTS
$10.88 Beg. To $19.00

$8.99

LADIES UNIFORMS

Southside Drug Store
Village Fashion Shoe Store

6
I CI) °
Remember our fabulous Moonlight Sale last year?
Name Brand Clothes
at values that only THE DAISY has to offer!

PANTY HOSE
3 PAIRS $1

'FOR THE LADIES:
Hush Puppies Oxf.
Beg. $14.00

$6.99

Irregulars of Values To $9.00

No!fel's Department Store
Sears Roebuck & Co.

•1,, ... 1
..

$1.39 National Brand Irregulars

SOUTH FULTON, TENN.

MOONLIGHT MADNESS

pV
PO
6'41
>

4

MOONLIGHT MADNESS!

Moon-Lite Madness Specials

Southern Village Shopping Center

Liberty Super Market
National Store

Broadway Street, South Fulton

THURSDAY EVENING!

Village Fashion
Shoe Store

Fred's Dollar Store

K. Homra Store
Kasnow's

Dimeco Variety Store
tly filled by Ronald A. Finch
of Memphis, which is designed
to bridge the gap between employers and students.
The
new position, titled
director
of placement and
career counseling, carries a
number of practical responsibilities which range from individual conferences with students on possible vocations to
arranging on-campus interviews with companies seeking
college employees.
'A number of students are undecided on careers and counseling helps them find a direction in their academic pursuits
toward
a life's work," said
Finch, who previously served
for two years as the administrative assistant to the vice
president for academic affairs
at Memphis State University.
Finch added that his office
would also be involved in wagesalary
research to analyze
which jobs were yielding the
highest earnings in the United
States and manpower studies to
locate the fields that were open
for students seeking work.
At present, the services of the
placement and career counseling office will remain on a
voluntary basis, although students may be referred there by
teachers or advisors, Finch
said.

Leader Store

Fulton Hardware &
Furniture Store
Fulton Discount Center
P. N. Hirsch & Company

City Drug Store

Come as you are! Bring the family! Free
Band Concerts in Fulton and South Fulton.
Concession stands open in Fulton and South
Fulton.

1
i :7
113
2j
1u tg;4

PILLOW COVERS
Your Choice:

884

Reduced To $5.00 and 8.00
(All sales final)

PAPER TOWELS
4- Rolls (2- Packages)

Extra Special

00

$1

Reg. $1.00 FOAM

CHAIR PADS
4
ONLY:

88

Come and see our many other items not mentioned here!
At HIRSCH'S This will be one BIG, BIG NIGHT OF VALUES.

11

I! N.H RSCH & CO.
615 Broadway

South.Fulton, Tenn.

Open 8:30-6: Mon-Thurs; 8:30-8:Fri-Sat.

• BEST SELECTIONS • GUARANTEED SATISFACTION...ALWAYS!

me that if I did not show a
marked improvement in overcoming my Kentucky accent
after the }Dist year, I would not
be invited back for the second
year'," he remembers, "for the
only way one made it back to

Actor Hal Riddle, Will Lead Homecoming Parade
MURRAY, Ky., Oct. 14—Very
few people know by the time
they are seven years of age
What they want to do in life, but
Hel Riddle did. He wanted to
become an actor, and he did.
A 1842 graduate of Murray
State Teachers College, as it
was known in those days, Riddle.
has since appeared in scores of
stage, screen and television pro
ductions.
He will return to the Murray
State campus Friday and Saturday to serve as master of ceremonies at a theatre arts reunion
which is part of the university's

"I knew I was hookea when I
50th Anniversary Homecoming
played 'Peter Rabbit' in a school
observance.
Saturday morning he will ride pageant," he recalls. "Then I
saw my first motion picture that
through downtown Murray as
same, seventh year, and I Imes.
the Grand Marshal of the tradi- I was going to Hollywood some
tional Homecoming Parade.
day. The *Cure was 'The Life
Although Riddle, who now livft of Jesse James,' the silent verin Los Angeles, Calif., grew ur non."
Thirty years later, via school
in Fulton, Mayfield, and Murray
while his father worked as com- plays, high school plays in Fulmercial manager of the South. ton. Sock and Buskin Club proem Bell Telephone Company of ductions at Murray State, four
fices in those cities, it was in years of Naval Intelligence and
Dawson Springs when he was 11 years of theatrical work in
seven years old that he became New York, he reached Hollywood for his first picture.
stage-struck.

Dexo Pure Vegetable
SHORTENING
3-Lb. Can
73c
,
NITIMITONITailibleddibMOOT
4p
SILVER DUST

ENJOY GREAT MEAT OR
DOUBLE YOUR MONEY BACK
SAT.
OCTOBER 21, 1972

VOX

AP r-1
Al'
WEO
'inCHVONUQUVVVUM11

SONO

AAP
,Quo'
'
Ahoeys do *et .• honest and fa. ta

_ 41

Whiting
FM1111141110zEN
Porch
Ocean
SUP111.11101fT OR
Armour
Bologna
'UK"MKT
Sausage

3V

A1.111

Complete Line Of

$2.211/1

511` Cooled Shrimp
La 59. Shrimp Cocktail
2 LS.
CAP-1.4 .10.14
IL $121
Fisk Sticks

9
3

HALLOWEEN

.0ISCOUNT "
PRICED:

_

Ritmo" GROu11)

LaS1 OS

Round

9
'
3 10 $16
49
.
pee,
049
aOL
JACS

AQUA

CUBE STEAK ___ Lb. 99c
Sir'oin Tip Of Syr's"; Stem,
Rotesser ie Roast
Cube Steak
Chip Steak
Chopped Sirloin
Ground Sirloin

slob

51"

REGULAR

1iS OZ.

BT L.

* * * * * * * * * * *

DaltAburseN
Encyclopedia
Volume 6 Volume 6
$169
$169

WITH THIS COUPON
Good only at A&P WEO STORES.
Coupon good thru Sat. Oct 21
Regular Price Without Coupon
Limit one coupon nor customer

AP

'9VONVOVVUUVUUCIVVW

LUX
LIQUID
FOR
WES

131010

11.

Jane Parker Apple Pies

59C

7 OZ

BT L.

22 OZ.
RTL.

4p

ICIVVUUCHHVANUSIvuucl

A

WEO

HD.

DELICIOUS 366
i
I ...BEN
APPLR
ITE

OR
FOR

A&P FROZEN FRENCH FRIES

2 LB.

3-LB.
BAG

BAG

59C

WITH THIS COUPON
Good only at A&P WEO STORE
Coupon good thru Sat. Oct 21
Regular Price Without Coupon.
Limit one coupon per customer.

atimmumutin w

3 OZ.
BTL.
PUB

AP 5 Al'

11,1111 WPM IMP

tia

480
RINSO
DETERGENT
9407,
BOX

Al'

c>,
i=m

ONIONS

%Tit

14C)
4

96

WITH THIS COUPON
Good only at A&P WEO STORES.
Coupon good thru Sat. Oct 21
Regular Price Without Coupon.
Limit one coupon per customer.

6

MICHIGAN GROWN YELLOW

SILENCE IS GOLDEN
COUGH SYRUP

VITAL'S DRY
CONTROL SPRAY

Al'

$55j
AMOUNTS

BAB

otp

7 OZ.
CAN

LOS.
$100
[ES

25
°
RED ROM1
E APPLES FRESH GREEN
CABBAGE

113

k.

.74
11.0
1.4

TOMATOES

9

AP WE0

39C

WITH THIS COUPON
Good Only at A&P WEO Stores
Coupon good trim Sat. Oct 21
Reg. Price Without Coupon
Limit One Coupon Per Customer

The Family
Handyman

REtekk
LMIL•NIC.

VITALIS LIQUID
HAIR DRESSING

58

YINE-RIPE

FOR HIM

FOR HER

QHME/127ErITC.

"MOUNT"
PRICER

IN TIE FAMILY-PAN

LETTUCE

JUMBO
ROLLS

58c

4(

CRISP HEAD

KLEENEX JUMBO TOWELS

WITH THIS COUPON
Good only at A&P WEO STORES.
Coupon good thru Sat. Oct 21
Regular Price Without Coupon.
Limit one coupon per customer.

DISCOUNT"
PRICED

LB.

LI.

,, 1-LB.
BOXES

BAN ROLL-ON
DEODORANT

PORTERHOUSE
STEAK

SIRLOIN TIP ROAST

"
1
S1 49

SALTINE
CRACKERS

NibbIONODITIGTIODIIIIIMMY
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Air

Our Own
TEA BAGS
100-Count
89c
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OR.
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•
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Sirloin Tip Roast

CANDIES
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..FOR YOU!
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It an 011•000•00 00111101
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VW 0140 •
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438
T-BONE STEAK
148
OISCSINT
PRICES!

gra
.:411
1.4

SIRLOIN
STEAK

•

sltitt

1
"
4

WITH THIS COUPON
Good only at A&P WE()STORES.
Coupon good thru Sai. Oct 21
Regular Price Without Coupon.
Limit ono coupon per customer.

Al'

WHERE ECONOMY ORIGINATES
•
*•

mon nee TUU

VITMilibliTiliIMIMODIRMY

2PKGs 89c

Miss Jackie Roll
Mr. and Mrs. R.
been selected a
Delta Pi Soroi
University of Tenn
Jackie is a sophc
enrolled in Dental

AP

LOWER OVER-ALL PRICES & DISCOUNT MEAT
PRICES, TOO!

'I III Inn I I

HAMBURGER
HELPERS

Jackie Ho
Pledges A.

WITH CASH REGISTER TAPE, OF COURSE

WITH THIS COUPON
Good only at A&P WEO STORES.
Coupon good thru Sat. Oct 21
Regular Price Without Coupon
Limit one coupon per customer

RUM I

Fulton, Ky.

ALFORD'S AUCTION SERVICE

24

4 LB.
1 OZ.
BOX

hirD

;
IF

Patrol lieutenant have to have?"
Unites a year for outsiders."
"A deep authentic
Upon graduation from the he recalls.
accept!"
Playhouse in 1950, Rkklle began southern
"my long winter of pounding the
pavements of old Broadway," Sugar Goal Topped
TKIPEI—Talivan's sugar prothe second year was by Invita- but in December landed the part
of the glom Patrol lieutenant in duction reached 713,000 metric
tion.
"Mister Rob- tons in 1972, 13,000 tons over the
"Needless to say, I worked the classic play,
target, and earned the nation
like a Trojan, and was we of erts."
"And what did the young Shore about $70
the lucky ones to be invited
back. We were not allowed to
work in any acting jobs during
those two years, for it was a fulltime, five-days-a-week school
CoL Thos. Ray Alford, Dukedom, Tem
with the full treatment—acting,
Lic. & Bonded Auctioneer Lic. No. 549, Tenn.
improvisation, dancing, fencing,
voice, speech, music, makeup
and Ky. — Phone 469-5857 or 479-3399
and scenes plus two full presen-

evidenced Itself," he recalls,
"and he was called back to New
York to start a television career
which later led to his Broadway
career and eventually to motion
pictures."
When Lemmon left the company, it was Riddle who inherited his roles in the three plays
remaining on the schedule, and
he returned to New York that
fall to be one of 250 out of 5,000
aspiring actors accepted for
training at the Neighborhood
Playhouse School of the Theatre.
"At the Playhouse, they told

DETERGENT

69',
4
o'

AP

His big break came in a summer stock role with John Carradlne in the stage play "Twentieth Century." Then came other
roles, each successively larger,
in "Dark of The Moon," "Lady
Windemere's Fan." "Curse You,
Jack Dalton," and others including the character lead in
"George Washington Slept
Here."
His roommate that first year
was a young actor who was the
juvenile lead for the summer,
Jack Lemmon.
"The talent that was to make
Jack a world-wide favorite early

Page 4
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Fulton, Ky.

99C

WITH THIS COUPON
Good only at A&P W E0 STORES.
Coupon good thru Sat, Oct 21
Regular Price Without Coupon
Limit one coupon oer customer

1111111111111 111111111111

Roul
go so
Ready for
rugged, ea
too. Backe

Priced $9.99 to $
Other Styles
$7,99 to $14.99

Leather refers to uppl

Fulton, Ky.

Page 5 Banana Pudding
Feeds 10,000
Puerto Rico Has Run
FULTON, Ky. — The cities of
Fulton, Ky., and South Fulton.
Lottery Since 1934

Thursday, Oct. 19, 1972

SAN JUAN — Puerto Rico's
government has conducted a lotMiss Jackie Hollie, daugher of tery since 1934, with 21.75 per
Mr. and Mn. R. B. Hollie, has cent going to the treasury to
been selected a pledge of Alpha help support health, education
Delta Pi Sorority at the and other
programs. The comUniversity of Tennessee, Martin.
Jackie is a sophomore at UTM monwealth's 1972 share is expected to be $37.5 million.
enrolled in Dental Hygiene.

Tenn., annually ixit on a banana
festival with a giant banana
pudding made to feed 10,000
people. The festival celebrates
the period when trains stopped
in Fulton to ice down bananas
being shipped north before the
days of mechanically refrigerated cars.

funded by both the national and
state governments, has resulted
in a number of recommendations
concerning a suggested plan of
action to prepare for any
emergencies that might arise.
The seven-man team, headed
by Lacy Suiter, director of
operations for the state Civil
Defense office, said the survey
Union City and Obion County period was spent talking with
are currently "not well governmental leaders, officials,
prepared" to cope with a major industrial leaders and departdisaster, according to officials of ment heads of the local and state
the federal and state Civil agencies.
Defense program who have just
"Our survey revealed that
completed a two-week survey local officials are primarily
here.
concerned with tornadoes,
While acknowledging that earthquakes, industrial ac"there are a lot of potential cidents, flooding and
nuclear
resources here with which to disasters, in that order of imdevelop an adequate civil
portance."
preparedness program," the
Mr. Suiter said his team also
officials said the survey indicated
tried to make those talked with
that, if a major disaster should aware of
what Civil Defense is.
occur here, the community is
"Basically, Civil Defense is
currently not prepared to cope
government in action at the time
with it.
of an emergency, working to
The suryeL_s_ponsored and meet the needs of its citizens. The
responsibility at those times
remains with the normal chief
executive officer and the local
Defense director remains in an
advisory capacity
The Small Business Admin"One exceptionally promising
istration provides counseling thing we found locally was the
for persons in the Paducah area willingness of everyone inon the 1st and 3rd Thursday of terviewed to work toward civil
each month. A SCORE Counse- preparedness. Almost everyone
lor will be available for inter- indicated they knew there was a
viewing and counseling from need for preparedness and also
9:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. on the showed a willingness to par1st Thursday, and on the 3rd ticipate in
planning
for
Thursday from 12:00 noon to disasters," Mr. Suiter explained.
3:00 p.m., a Loan Officer from
He said his team had made
the Louisville District Office three recommendations to county
of SBA will be in Paducah. and city governmental leaders.
The office is located in the
"First, we recommend that an
City Hall on the first floor. emergency simulations course be
The phone number is (502)444- conducted, bringing everyone
6381.
together and simulating an acIn order to determine credit tual emergency to see just where
and eligibility requirements for local government is now in
SBA loan programs, it is sug- meeting the needs that would
gested that the businessman arise; secondly, that the county
bring with him a recent finan- ask the University of Tennessee
cial ietatement or balance sheet agency that deals with Civil
of the business and a profit Defense to come in and write an
and loss statement for the pre- emergency plan for all agencies;
vious full year. This infor- thirdly, allow the Civil Defense
mation pertains to established office to conduct a notification
businesses. However, anyone exercise to see if the plan and
interested in establishing anew training are adequate and can be
business is encouraged to con- carried out to meet the needs of
sult with this representative. the community."
as well as other businessmen
All of these steps would be
who are in need of financial carried out without expense to
advice or assistance.
either the city or county government, Mr. Stater explained.
Local Civil Defense Director
Charles Roberts said, "On the
feel this is a very
UNCLAIMED FREIGHT (6) whole, we
worthwhile effort. While we have
1972 Zig-Zag sewing machines.
made some steps in this direcMakes buttonholes, monograms,
tion, a survey like this has been
appliques, plus many fancy needed for a long time to let us
creative designs. Guaranteed. know exactly where we are."
;49.60 cash or easy terms. For
free home trial without obligation call 642-7494, Paris, Tennessee, collect.

Disaster
Survey
Completed

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 21, 1972

:000 A.M.

Selling at the homeplace of the late Mrs. Maye Jones. Turn
north off Moscow Avenue in Hickman (Highway 941 o n to Van-Lee
Blvd. Watch for large auction signs.
— SELLING TO SETTLE THE ESTATE —
Ranee, refrigerator, automatic washer, freezer, dining room furniture and appliances;
walnut, oak, cherry, wicker and mahogany; Harp and Lyar, Duncan Phyfe, Windsor,
Early American end provincial furniture; pattern glass, depression glass, etched crYstalL
china, occupied Japan figurines and Roseville pottery, etc. NOTE: This is • very prominent estate and every item is in mint condition.

Atty. James H. Amberg, Executor: 236-2558 or 236-2660
Hickman, Kentucky
COL. RUBERT AINLEY, Auctioneer 901-822-3593. Or 472-1371

SCORE Counselor In
Paducah Each Month

Rough-out boots
go over big with moms
Ready for a rough game of pretend. Buster Brown boots carry on better with
rugged, easy-moving leather and a long-wearing sole and heel. The fit is right,
too. Backed by our specialists and Buster Brown's quality.
Priced $9.99 to $12.99
Other Styles
87.99 to $14.99

6t3ihdaY

ALL PIAMONDS ,IN STOCK
DISCOUNTED UP TO 50%

Your Choice VcCARAT

Holstein Heifers & Farming Equipment

SATURDAY, OCT. 21, 10:00 A.N., 1972
Rain or Shine — Sale will be held on the farm located 4 mile.; north
of Fulgham on Hwy. 307 and 7 miles east of Clinton, Ky. Intersection of 307 and 703 Hwy. Watch for sale arrows.

34 Holstein Heifers — Sell To Highest Bidder
18 — HEIFERS,Baby Calves up to 400 lbs.
16 — HEIFERS, 500
lbs. to 600 lbs. 1 — REGISERED HOLSTEIN BULL 9—of these
are registered.
These are high quality Holsteins that are out of • herd that has a 13900 lb. DHIA Average.
These heifers are typy & are •rtificrilly sired or out of • registered bull. If you want
quality breeding then attend this sale.

FARMING EQUIPMENT:
530 Cese Tractor - Kraus wheel disc IF - Cultipacker 12' - Rotary Mower - Case Measure
spreader - Thrifty 2 Row Cultivator - C.olhey 2 Wheel Trailer with hoist - treemational
Silage Cutter with grass attachment Fox Silage Blower with 40' of new pipe - Inca 5'
Blade, like new - Feed Troughs - J. D. Corn Planter - J. D. 3 Bottom Trailer Plow -Oliver
4 x 14" Trip Plow - Electric Fence Chargers & Posts Rite Pressure Pump and
Hose — MANY OTHER ITEMS TOO NUMEROUS TO MENTION.

MARVIN E. ALEXANDER, AUCTIONEER

ALEXANDER REAL ESTATE & AUCTION SALES
First Federal Bldg., Martin, Tennessee
587-3801
Marvin Alexander, 587-4568
Wendell Alexander, 364-2855

$40 A WEEK OR MORE
,410AktE TIME? AVON eatirk
vales many Avon Representa-'
lives earn that much. Find out
how easy it is to get stated.
Call: 898-2708 or write: Mrs.
M. Taylor, Box 1022, Paducah,
Ky. 42001.
DRAPERIES MADE FREE
when you purchase your material from our wide selection
of choice patterns.‘ colors and
weaves. P. N. Hirsch Sr Company, South Fulton.
STERF..0 CONBOLID has AMFM Radio, large 11-inch turntable, 4speed changer with
automatic shutoff and dual
audio system; other features
too numerous to mention. Still
under factory warranty. $68.80
cash or monthly payments can
be arranged. For free home
trial without obligation call
642-7494, Paris, Tennessee, collect.

Ilho,rations trtlargsA
io show driall

Styles shown are
available in
/
1
2, 3/4 and 1-Carat
at comparable
sale prices.
\„,,10,1.„
‘
ss

1/4 -CARAT ZTGA4T
8-Diamond
Bridal Set

kst

/
1
4-CARAT „wiTt,
Ladies'7-Diamond
Cluster.Ring

TI!
h mono

/
1
4-CARAT ZIGNIT
Massive Man's
5-Diamond Ring

/
1
4-CARAT ZA4,
15-Diamond
Princess Ring
also available in
Dinner Ring

11111kWA\

PRICE OF GOLD UP 50% BUT KARL

CUTTING OUR PRICES 10% TO 50% oN ALL siONE RINGS
REGISTER FOR
FREE
DIAMOND

4 EASY WAYS TO BUY
CASH—CHARGE
LAY-AWAY--BANK CARD

RENT Wheelchairs, crutches
and other convtatescent skis at
CITY WPM DRUG 406 I...aloe
St.
Fulton, Ky.

155 Acre farm, fair 3-bedroom
with bath, tobacco
barn and stock barn. Located
one mile off Kentucky line
northwest of Palmersville. Income from crop last year was
$7,500; price on farm is $26,500.
Other farms of few acres and
up in various locations.

Robed Goolsby
REAL ESTATE
Phones 235-2302 or 235-3153
GREENFIELD, TENN.

WANTED!
taw mat Near. Tifill
‘. .0‘
,t‘

•'

-,40'.:alior
I.
A
LTnuts TRUED i
N
IVilidells Balanced 1
N
N
WHEELS ALIGNEL

I
229 So. 1st St. Union City, Tenn.
Phone 885-6680
SWIM IN:

CAIRO, ILL. end N. MAMAS a CO., PADUCAH, KY,

City Tire Co.
tot W. State Line
B. Taboos .. rto, 47$4141i

Let Fulton Bank show you how to buy
that new or used car.

With a Fulton Bank auto loan you are
always AHEAD! Any of our loan officers
will be happy to assist you with a Fulton
Bank low-cost auto loan.
Our installment loan department is open
Monday through Thursday until 5: p. m.
and on Fridays until 6: p. m.

Fulton, Ky.

Thursday, Oct. 19, 1972
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Magnavox
introduces Modular
100% SOLID-STATE
Color TV with
exclusive
VIDEOMATIC
...the world's most Totally
Automatic Color TV!
Automatic Tint Control .brings natural
flesh tones. No green people. No purple
people. You'll always see "people" people
on a Magnavox, on every scene/on every
channel -automatically!

`N Come see the first color television that
watches you! The Videomatic Electronic
j Eye watches the light you watch television
"*. by and automatically adjusts your picture for
color, brightness and contrast. Pull a drape and flood the
room with sunlight -or turn the lights down low at night.
The Videomatic Electronic Eye constantly responds to
changing light conditions to give you a bright, clear, sharp
picture day or night . . automatically!

The new Magnavox Modular Chassis,
the SS-100 . . . is 100% Solid- State- utterly
reliable. Not a single tube to heat up or burn
out. Should servicing ever become necessary -it's no big deal. Plug-in circuit panels, modules and
transistors let your serviceman fix what's wrong without
the expense of replacing what's still right.

)

Instant Automatic Fine Tuning -"remembers" the precise setting for every station signal and keeps it locked in for a
perfectly-tuned, precise picture on every
channel, every time-- instantly and automatically!

the new Modular 100%
Your choice of three styles -all with
System with exclusive
Color
Automatic
Solid -State Chassis, Total
Mediterranean styling
Videomatic .. plus huge 25" diagonal screen
Early American and Contemporary, too.
model 7546 (shown) .

9

Automatic Chroma Circuit -reduces
variations in color intensity -and gives more
uniform color from station to station.

The Brilliant Matrix Picture Tube -incorporates today's most advanced tube technology . Every color dot is completely
surrounded by opaque blackness to reduce
or far
light reflections and to give you far better contrast-f
too!
more brilliance! The screen is ultra-rectangular,

••-•-•-•-•-•
••••••••
100000 0.11
•••
•••••
01118110••
•IDAJD•0.1/
•

WARRANTY
ONE FULL YEAR PARTS AND SERVICE. If
anything goes wrong with your TV during the
first year and it's Magnavox's fault, it will be
repaired-with no charge for labor or parts.
And, if your picture tube becomes defective
within two years, it will be exchanged for a
new tube. In the first year, Magnavox pays
for installation; in the second year, you do.

Magnificent breakfront styling --to enhance your home .
while bringing you superb 25" diagonal viewing with all the advanced
Magnavox features detailed at left Your choice of Early American
model 7584 (shown), Mediterranean and Contemporary styles
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Compact 25" All Solid-State Console
di.....I

Space-saving model 7540, in smart contemporary styling,
offers the new Magnavox Modular 100% Solid -State
Chassis for more performance, reliability and serviceability
than ever before .. . the Magnavox Total Automatic Color
System (less Videomatic) for color-right, perfectly-tuned
pictures-on every channel, every time-automatically . . .
plus a Matrix picture tube for better contrast and far more
brightness. Truly a remarkable value, it's backed by
our best Magnavox Color
TV Warranty, ever!

nd this time
he's not
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American Intern,

Friday
. .
Magnificent breakfront styling—to enhance your home
advanced
while bringing you superb 25" diagonal viewing with all the
ean
features detailed at left. Your choice of handsome Mediterran
styling model 7586 (shown), Contemporary and Early American.
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Eleven College Interns Learning Government

SEVEN COME ELEVEN...INTERNS
, NOT
DICE---Eleven college students from across
Kentucky
recently
began the seven-month Frankfort
Administrative Internship program. The
internship is
a work-study program designed to attract
outstanding
college students to careers in
Kentucky state
government.
The interns are from left, front row:
Joyce Albro,
Fairdale, Eastern Kentucky University;
Carolyn
Halsell, Louisville, University of
Louisville; Chris
Helvey, Corbin, Cumberland
College; Alfonso
Sherald, Frankfort, Kentucky State
University; John
M. Koelsch, Lexington, University of
Kentucky;
Second
row; Nora McCormick, Louisville,
Bellarmine College; Julie Lippy, Louisville,
EKU;
Betreca Stringer, Monticello, Berea College;
William
Barr, Owensboro, Brescia College; Don
Meade,
Paintsville, EKU; and (not pictured)
Leonard
Mathney, Western Kentucky University,
Fort
Campbell. (Karen Tam Photo)

Bowling Green
House Named
FRANKFORT, Ky.— The
Kentucky Heritage
Commission has announced
the placement of Bowling
Green's Maria Moore House on
the National Register of
Historic Places.
The brick structure is the
oldest house still standing in
the city and is on the site of
the original Moore home. The
brothers George and Robert
Moore founded Bowling
Green.
According to Warren
County courthouse records,
the house was built in 1828 by
Elizabeth Moore, widow of
George Moore. Elizabeth
Moore and her daughter,
Maria, occupied the house
until the mother's death in
1862. Maria Moore continued
to live there until her death hi
1888.
It was during the period of
Maria's solitary existence in
the house that it became
known as the "Maria Moore
House."
The National Register,
maintained by the National
Park Service of the United
States Department of the
Interior, regularly designates
such historically distinguished
structures as worthy of
preservation.

Where "WILLARD"
ended...

Ete'N_
begins.
ococii!

And this time.
he's not alone!
Co-Fealuref
FIKAMIN

JOHN SEVILLE •CANEV LICUDI
taRktaV

American Internationai

Friday Thru Sunday

THE
FAMILY
LAWYER —

FRANKFORT, Ky.--Eleven
Kentucky college students
from across the state are
currently filling state
government positions as
participants in the Frankfort
Administrative internship
program.
The internship is a
work-study program designed
to attract outstanding college
students to careers in
Kentucky state government.
The seven -month Internship
combines a well-structured
academic program with actual
work experience in a
department or agency of state
government. Students earn 15
hours academic credit under
the program.
Work assignments are
located in Frankfort and the
academic portion of the
program is administered by
Kentucky State University.
The program is designed to
give participants an overview
of government and its
inner-workings.
"By combining practical

on-the-job working experience
with related classroom studies,
the interns will receive a
learning experience that they
cannot obtain on campus,'
said Dr. Robert Sexton,
coordinator of student and
academic programs,
Department of Personnel.
Nominees for the program,
initially selected by college
campus coordinators, are
chosen on the basis of
academic superiority and
leadership ability. Final
appointments are made by a
selection committee of state
officials and college faculty
members which interviews all,
applicants.
Internships are open to all
undergraduates on the junior
or senior level from any
Kentucky college or
university.
Students in the program
are: Joyce Albro, Fairdale,
Eastern Kentucky University;

Fulton, Ky.
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The New Management Of

Invites you to enjoy our delicious
food with prompt courteous service.
•• IN YOUR CAR

STAVANGER, Norway — The
Norwegian Forest
re Owners' Association has 20 member organi-'
rations, with a total of 55,000
individual members. They own
more than 9 million Rents of
woodland.

Order Over The Intercom
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•• IN OUR DINING ROOM
•• Or-PRONE IN

ONE 3-0Z. BOTTLE
OF YOUR CHOICE
WITH EACH FILL-UP
OF 8 GALS. OR MORE
AT PARTICIPATING
GULF DEALERS

Pick Up Your Order At Our Take • Out Window

FEATURING
Crisp
Fried

Delicious
Hot pit

CHICKEN BAR-B-QUE
1001'
Island

String
Onion

Try ;:nevi) Swiss Chalet.
DRESS,NG

Give your salads d4.11C.4.11, excitingly different flavor with Swiss Chalet dressing.
Smooth, exhilarating. Vacuum packed for
freshness. Unlike ony dressing you've ever
tasted

AT PARTICIPATING
GULF DEALERS WHERE YOU SEE
THE FREE SALAD DRESSING SIGN.
OFFER ENDS NOVEMBER 30TH, 1972

I
I

2 Pieces
with Fr.
Fries,slaw
and rolls

89c

Gulf

I?

Gulf Oil Co.

I

49c
69c
Try it..
you'll
like it!

(We Buy, Sell or Trade)

THE THRIFT SHOP
Col. Thos. Ray Alford, Manager
S. Fulton, Tenn.
123 E. Stet* Line
(At this stoplight on US 45-E, Martin Hiway)
COME SEE US .. YOU'LL BE GLAD YOU DODI

Phons 479-3369
Free Delivery
Mon.-Sal.
Open 9: am to 6: pm

BURGERS

The
thickest

SHAKES
in
town

Each one

STUDENT'
SPECIAL
on
School
Days

55c
29c

a

and

39c

Treat!

A good
lunch

-serMalaw

1973 BU ICKS,CHEVROLETS,
PICKUP TRUCKS. ARE
COMING IN DAILY
And our Stock is gradually building up. It might be well
to come on out here now, and look over our new stock!
••••••••••••.............••••••••••••••••••••••
We have several used trucks, from 1963 to 1971 models, most
of them with brand-new grain beds and hoist, checked and
ready to go. We will trade for what you have or sell outright.

L. I
TAYLOR
CHEVROLET-BUICK,INC

GMAC
— Antiques
— New and Used Furniture

SIX
different
kinds of

PHONE 472-1910
WE WANT TO SERVE YOU!
egallalfwwW1111111.

"Even so," countered a Bureau
spokesman. "this woman has already passed her 77th birthday.
That alone is enough basis for us
to revoke her license."
' But the court disagreed. Ordering the license restored, the court
said advanced years alone are not
enough reason to take away a
person's right to drive.
Most traffic laws say that officials may revoke the license of
anyone unfit to handle a car. But
they may not classify a person as
unfit without good grounds. Even
a physical disability may not be
enough to disqualify a driver if
the disability can be kept under
adequate control.
For example:
A man had diabetes. But his
condition was such that the possibility of insulin shock was slight.
And if shock did occur, it would
give him enough warning to allow him to pull over to the curb.
A court held that his license
could not be revoked.
Another man occasionally suffered from double vision. But he
could clear it up instantly just
by shutting one eye. His license,
too, was held not subject to revocation.
However, a court refused similar help to a woman afflicted by
heart trouble, high blood pressure, and partial paralysis on one
side. Seeking to have her license
restored, she recalled that she had
driven for 30 years without an
accident.
But the court, noting the very
real possibility of sudden trouble,
said her good driving in the past
was no guarantee against bad
driving in the future. As one
judge put it:
"The purpose is not punishment of the driver but the protection of the public."

walMame

305 West State Line
FULTON, KY.

55,000 In
Forest Group

Thursday, Oct. 19, 1972

osellnisw

Burger Bar

FREE!

Too Old to Drive?
As auto accidents go, Mrs.
Martin's collision with another
car was nothing special. But soon
afterward, bad news arrived in
the mail.
"Your driver's license has been
revoked," said a notice from the
Traffic Bureau.
Mrs. Martin, an ardent motorist, decided to put up a fight.
Challenging the Traffic Bureau in
court, she pointed out that the
collision was in no way her fault.

William Barr, Owensboro,
Brescia College; Carolyn
Halsell, Louisville, University
of Louisville; Christopher
Helvey, Corbin, Cumberland
College; John M. Koelsch,
Lexington, University of
Kentucky.
Julie Lippy, Louisville,
EKU; Leonard Matheny, Fort
Campbell, Western Kentucky;
Nora McCormick, Louisville,
Bellarmine College; Don
Meade, Paintsville, EKU;
Alfonso Sherald, Frankfort,
Kentucky State University;
and Betreca Stringer,
Monticello, Berea College.

+Maw

" Where The BEST SEALS

Are TAMS NAPE".

See one of these salesmen: Manus Williams, Aubrey Taylor, Mike Williams, Chuck Jordan,

Roger Stephens, Dan Cunningham, Warren Tuck, Vernon Spraggs or Dan Taylor.
HIGHWAY 307
PHONE 472-2466
FULTON, KY.

STEAK . STEAK
99e
99c
U S CHOICE

INSPECTED

U.S. GOVERNMENT

FRYERS
27c
WHOLE

LB.

U S CHOICE

SIRLOIN

Lb. 69c

GIZZARDS

Lb. 49c

ARROWHEAD

LEGS & THIGHS

Lb. 49c.

WINGS

Lb. 19c

NECKS

Lb. 29c
Lb. 12c

HOUSER VALLEY

LEGS

Lb. 69c

_ Lb. 59c

THIGHS

CUT-UP

CHICKENS

FRYERS

Lb. 39c

FRANKS

12-oz. Pkg.

49c

Lb. 33c

Page 8

STEAK
$111.19
LB.

(WHOLE OR HALF

REELFOOT

SLAB)

Lb. 69c,

SLAB BACON
BARBEOUE

Lb. 89c

_SLICED BACON
BARBEOUE

ROASTING

Thursday, Oct. 19, 1972
CLUB
U S CHOICE

Fulton, Ky.

LB.

LB.

BREAST
BACKS

RIB

$1.00

5 For

SANDWICHES

Lb. $1.49 —

PORK
BARBEOUE

Lb. 69c

CHICKENS

CHECK AND COMPARE OUR MEAT PRICES,
E. W. JAMES & SONS SELLS FOR LESS
690
PILLSBURY FLOUR
JOY DETERGENT
KRAFT
BABY FOOD
PARkb OLEO ORANGE JUICE SHORTENING
89.4
$1
39t
3LBcAN 67t
KRAFT MIRACLE WHIP
HART CHERRIES
lbs

22°z

46

HEINZ STRAINED

SEALSWEET FROZEN

2 1-1b.

10 JARS

12 OZ.

Pkgs

CAN

16oz CANS

59

32 °z

$1

WITH COUPON AT BOTTOM OF AD

DOUBLE
QUALITY STAMPS

WE ACCEPT
U. S. GOVERNMENT
FOOD STAMPS

DOZ.

GRADE A LARGE

AND ADDITIONAL $7.50

EGGS

ON WEDNESDAY

ORANGE JUICE
PAPER TOWELS

1/2

KRAFT

PURCHASE EXCLUDING MILK
AND TOBACCO PRODUCTS
LIMIT 1 COUPON PER FAMILY

G I. 74 KRAFT VELVEETA

OUR FAVORITE CUT

CORONET JUMBO ROLLS

3

FOR $

BEAN P01 BEANS

YOUR NO.EGUALITY STAMP COUPONS
YOU RECEIVED IN THE MAIL
ARE GOOD FOR 300 FREE QUALITY STAMPS

5 cans $41 GRAPEFRUIT JUICE
CUCUMBERS
SWEET CORN
59'
2f°r 15'
TOMATOES
POTATOES
15
290

RUSH'S

16 °z

POTATOES

20BLBA.G 89,

DOZ.

SWEET AND JUICY

U.S.

VINE RIPENED

ORANGES
5LB.
BAG.

69c
Doz.

19c

And Additional $7'50 Purchase. Excluding
Milk and Tobacco Products.
Limit 1 Coupon Per Family
Offer Expires October 25, 1972

TEXSUN PINK
46 oz.

"
"

PE.W.JAMES M. SONS.'"
"MAXI SAVINGS"
*'cl SUPERMARKET
'
"PIRMOORWARAWROOTHIS AD GOOD THURSDAY OCT. 19th thru WEDNESDAY OCT. 25th 1972.

NICE LARGE

LETTUCE
HEAD

19'

SWEET

lb.

3• terit&CON

WITH THIS COUPON

EGGS

NO. 1 EXTRA FANCY

LB.

GRADE "A" LARGE

15 1/2oz $100
C ANS

NICE FANCY

MISSOURI YELLOW

GOOD RED NORTHERN

2 lbs $1.19
GREEN BEANS
6

CHEESE

Bl

6U
Y EPR
iS

659c
DOUBLE
QUALITY STAMPS
ON WEDNESDAY

